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The purpose of this study was to identify those
retention-associated variables which best account for
persistence and nonpersistence among new full-time students
in a community college.
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The major research question for the study was:

Within

a community college, what differentiates new full-time
students who leave and those who stay?

Do factors

identified in previous studies which helped to explain
persistence and nonpersistence in four-year colleges and
universities and those colleges that serve large numbers of
residential students hold the same power for explaining this
phenomenon in community colleges?
Of the 607 new full-time students who enrolled Fall
Term, 1987, 552 were sent questionnaires at the end of the
fourth week of Fall Term, 1987.
Data within the persister and nonpersister groups were
examined using chi-square and ANOVA.

Discriminant

analysis was used to study simultaneously the differences
between persisters and nonpersisters with respect to several
variables.
The results of the study found statistically signficant
differences between persistence and nonpersistence and
several community college students' background and
environmental characteristics, and social and academic
integration into a community college.

This study also found

among new full-time students who attend a community college,
institutional and goal commitment contributed the most to
group discrimination between persisters and nonpersisters.
Future research of persisters and nonpersisters in
community colleges was recommended.

Implications for higher

education practices was also suggested.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Most research on persistence/nonpersistence has been
conducted at four-year and largely residential institutions
and has left out the ever-growing population of students who
attend community colleges.

Community colleges have

experienced the hignest rate of attrition among higher
educational institutions.

Yet, little is known about the

factors that influence the persistent and nonpersistent
behavior of the increasing numbers of freshmen enrolling in
these institutions (Astin, 1975a; Beal and Noel, 1980;
Pascarella, Smart, and Ethington, 1986).
Attrition rates have been a point of discussion in
higher education for many years.

Four-year private and

public colleges and universities have experienced freshman
attrition rates (one year after entering) from 25-35 percent.

Community college freshman attrition rates after one

year vary from 40 to 50 (Leaning, Beal, and Saur, 1980).
California it was found that the ratio of sophomores to
freshmen among full-time students enrolled in community
colleges was one sophomore to three freshmen (Willett,
1983).

In
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Tinto (1982) stated:
The aggregate rate of degree completion, as
calculated by the ratio of the number of BAs or
first professional degrees given in any year to the
number of first-time degree enrollments four years
earlier, in post secondary schooling in the last
100 years has remained about 45 percent despite the
growth and alteration in the character of the
higher education system (p. 94).
There is very little one can do at the national
level to substantially reduce dropout from higher
education without also altering the character of
that education. We can and should act to reduce
dropout amcng certain subgroups of the population
where evidence supports the claim that those groups
are being unjustly constrained from the completion
of higher education. Thus the need for groupspecific studies of student disengagement from
higher education (p. 96).
The study of student attrition is the first step in
reducing the nonpersisters among certain subgroups of the
diverse population that will be enrolling in community
colleges across the nation.

Intervention strategies can

then be implemented which will provide opportunities to
minimize this withdrawal rate.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
From an institutional perspective, community colleges
are losing too many students.

As shown in Table I, the

one-year figures represent the number and percentage of
students who enrolled in a two-or four-year public
institution and who were enrolled in the same institution
after one year.

On the average, 44 percent of the full-time

entering freshmen at two-year public institutions were not
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there the second year; at the four-year public institutions
67 percent remained for the second year.
TABLE I
RETENTION BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION
(By number of institutions and percentage)

Retention after 1 year
1975-76

N

Institution

1976-77

N

1977-78
N

%

2-year Public

74

55

82

55

92

53

4-Year Public

99

68

103

67

104

66

Source:

Adapted from Beal & Noel, 1980.

In 1983, data provided to the American College Testing
(ACT) by colleges and universities indicated a 46 percent
attrition rate (Fall 1981 to Fall 1982) of freshman to
sophomore year in two-year public colleges (Noel et al.
1985).
Tinto (1985) estimated that between 40 and 45 of every
100 first-time entrants to all forms of higher education
would eventually obtain four-year degrees.
obtain two-year degrees.

Another 15 would

Taken together, it followed that

between 40-45 of every 100 first-time entrants would leave
without earning a degree of any sort.
There are two reasons why it is important to retain
students.

1)

Each nonpersister creates a vacancy in the
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classroom that could have been filled by a persister.

The

departure of this student call cause a financial strain on
the community college as it represents a financial loss, and
2)

The community college has a commitment to meet the needs

and goals of its students (Halpin, 1983).
Three reasons for retaining students were offered by
Bean (1986):

economic, ethical, and institutional.

The

economic reason is quite clear as there is a linear
relationship between enrollment and income.

Secondly, it is

unethical to admit students for the benefit of the school
and not for the good of the student.

Community colleges are

experiencing an ever-changing demographic pattern:
decreasing numbers of 18-year olds and increasing numbers of
older people who make up the population who will enroll in
community colleges; mobility of individuals, which is
causing population shifts around the country; and increasing
numbers of minority students, women students, disabled
students, and immigrants (O'Bannion, 1987).

As these

individuals enter the community college for the first time,
through the "open door policy," institutions are being
challenged to provide opportunities for their success.
O'Bannion" (1987) stated:
Student development personnel have the
responsibility not only to provide conditions and
opportunities in which students might succeed, but
to determine and prescribe that which leads to
success (p. 2).
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Bean (1986) further stated that the attrition rate
demonstrated a failure on the part of the institution to
select or to socialize students to the
values of the college.

acad~mic

and social

The third effect of attrition is

institutional; high attrition rates are likely to be
associated with low faculty morale which in turn may detract
from the quality of the classroom activities.
Studying student attrition at a

comm~nity

college is

difficult because of the problems accompanying an openaccess policy:

low college aptitude, unselected student

population, and no assessment upon entry.

Many students in

open-door colleges are encouraged to set unrealistic goals
relative to their academic preparation and ability.

They

are encouraged by family, friends, or social pressures to
attend; and they are doomed for failure.

The unselected

student body is, therefore, characterized by a large
turnover.
Additional problems that face researchers at community
colleges are inadequate student data bases, weak research
offices, and leadership that is not concerned with current
research at the local level.
Institutions will never eliminate the nonpersister
problem.

It is overly optimistic to believe that this ever

will be possible.

Community colleges can, however, reduce

nonpersistence among certain groups of individuals in the
general student population.

Several theoretical models can
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provide a guide to the identification of variables and their
relationship to student persistent/nonpersistent behavior
(Bean, 1985; Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Pascarella, 1980:
Rootman, 1972; Spady, 1970, Tinto, 1975).

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study is to identify those
retention-associated variables, which best account for
persistence and nonpersistence among new full-time students
in a community college.

Learning more about the importance

of social and academic integration of persisters and nonpersisters in a community college was the specific area of
interest.
The major research question for this study is as
follows:

Within a community college, what differentiates

new full-time students who leave and those who stay?

Do

factors identified in previous studies which helped to
explain persistence and nonpersistence in four-year colleges
and universities and those colleges that serve large numbers
of residential students hold the same power for explaining
this phenomenon in community colleges?
The specific research questions are as follows:
1.

Is there a statistically significant difference

between persistence and nonpersistence and students'
background and environmental characteristics?
2.

Is there a statistically significant difference
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between persistence and nonpersistence and students' social
and academic integration into a community college?
3.

Is there a statistically significant difference

between persistence and nonpersistence and students'
satisfaction with services?
4.

Among new full-time students who attend a community

college, which of the social and academic integration
factors or combination of factors can best account for being
a persister or nonpersister?
Key variables that previous research has identified to
help account for withdrawal patterns will be used in this
study.
Independent Variables
Student background variables
age
gender
ethnic group
educational goal at enrollment
reason enrolled at Clackamas Community College
number terms plan to stay
prior education
pre-enrollment activities
reported GPA/high school or prior college
placement test
declared major
mother's education
father's education
spouse/partner's education
high school program of study
attendance at class advising session
attendance on college success day
Student environment variables
marital status
number dependent children
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emotional support system
financial aid
most frequent class time
distance commute one-way
number hours work per week
residence
time with faculty
time with other students
Independent Variables
Social integration
peer group interaction
interaction with faculty
Academic integration
faculty concern for student development and
teaching
academic and intellectual development
institutional and goal commitment
Services
college service
college environment
Dependent Variable
Persistence
persisters
nonpersisters
In Chapter IV each variable is operationalized.
Clackamas Community College administrators gave me the
opportunity and support to conduct this study.

They

provided needed information regarding persisters and
nonpersisters at Clackamas Community College.

Knowledge of

factors that account for nonpersistence would provide a base
for developing intervention strategies designed to increase
persistence.
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SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The population selected for this study was students
enrolled at Clackamas Community College in Oregon City,
Oregon.

The subjects were new full-time students, Fall Term

1987.
Clackamas Community College has experienced a loss of
new full-time students from Fall Term to Winter Term each
year (see Table II).
TABLE II
RETENTION RATES FOR NEW FULL-TIME STUDENTS

Fall Term

1983-84

1984-85

1985-86

567

491

522

Re-enrolled

83.6%

80.6%

74.6%

1986-87
613

1987-88
607

73.6%

76.7%

Of the 141 students who did not return Winter Term
1988, only 49 (35 percent) received a 2.00 GPA or better
during Fall Term, 1987.

The remaining 92 students either

totally withdrew or received less than a 2.00 GPA during
Fall Term, 1987.
OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS
New full-time student.

An individual who registered

Fall Term, 1987 for the first time for a minimum of 12
credit hours (excluding GED students).
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Persister.

Students who re-enrolled Winter Term, 1988.

Lenning, et al. (1980) further defined the persister as one
who continued enrollment at the same institution without
interruption for the period of study.
Nonpersister.

Those who did not re-enroll Winter Term,

1988.
Social integration.

Pascarella and Terenzini (1980)

defined social integration as "peer group interaction" and
"student interaction with faculty."
Academic integration.

Pascarella and Terenzini (1980)

defined academic integration as "academic and intellectual
development," "faculty concern for student development and
teaching" and "institutional and goal connnitment."

ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
The study is organized into six chapters.

Chapter I,

the Introduction, describes the statement of the problem,
the purpose of the study, the scope of the study, and the
operational definitions.
on student attrition.
components:

Chapter II reviews the literature

The literature is divided into three

conceptual and theoretical models by four key

researchers, critical variables from previous research, and
research designs used in student retention studies.
Chapter III summarizes the preliminary study.

Chapter

IV explains the design of the study, the methods used, and
the procedures followed to gather and analyze the data.
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Chapter V reports the study findings.

Chapter VI provides a

discussion of the rasults, conclusions, and recommendations.
The following chapter of related literature will review
a body of knowledge .that is significant to this study.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The literature, divided into three parts, focuses on
research pertinent to this study.

The intent of the

three-part review of the literature is to present the
conceptual and theoretical models that have been developed
by four key researchers to study student attrition, to
review critical variables:

Findings from previous studies,

and to present three research designs used in retention
studies.
Because these models bui!d the framework for the study
of student attrition, they should be reviewed in depth.
Bean (1982) stated:
A model of student attrition is a representation
of the factors presumed to influence decisions to
drop out of an institution. The model identifies
the interrelationships among the various factors
and the relationships between these factors and
dropout decision (p. 18).
It must be stressed at this point that enormous amounts
of literature on the topic have been published.
Inconsistency in the factors identified as the reasons for
withdrawal make it difficult to synthesize the many articles
written on persistence and withdrawal patterns.

Halpin

(1983) alone stated that he had reviewed literature that
cited 108 factors identified as possibly involved in
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retention.

Further review has shown that one study will use

factors that are deemed important while another study will
I~

not use those factors at all.
Researchers and theorists in higher education have
studied retention from various points of view for 25 years
and have come to a common conclusion.

According to Lenning,

et al. (1980):
•••• Retention and attrition result from
interactions between persons and institutions .••
•••• The characteristics of the interaction, not the
student or institution alone, affect a
student's decision to stay or drop out (p. 43).
Festinger (1962) added insight into the personenvironment interaction by his general formulation of
cognitive dissonance.

His theory deals with individuals'

perceptions and knowledge about themselves (needs, desires,
talents, interests, and goals); the social environment
(peers, instructors, policies and regulations, living
conditions, and interpersonal relations); and individuals'
positions and situations within the environment (difficulties with course work, and personal problems).
Dissonance, or "nonfitting relations," among these
cognitive or perceived elements gives rise to pressures to
reduce the dissonance by seeking new ways to improve the fit
of various elements.

According to Festinger's theory,

students with strong perceptions of personal needs that are
not met by the college will be more likely to become nonpersisters than those who consider their unmet needs to be
less serious.
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The first part of the literature review will focus on
the development of the more prominent theoretical models of
Spady (1970), Tinto (1975), Pascarella (1980), and Bean
(1985).

These studies are theoretical (not descriptive)

models.

Bean (1982) wrote:

Kerlinger defines a theoretical model as a set
of interrelated constructs (concepts), definitions,
and propositions that present a systematic view of
phenomena by specifying relationships among
variables, with the purpose of explaining and
predicting the phenomena (p. 17).
In an atheoretical (or descriptive study),
empirical generalizations are made about the
characteristics of dropout. These statements
represent correlation among variables, not
causation. From these statements, an institutional
researcher can describe the extent of attrition,
the time when students are most likely to drop out,
and selected characteristics of dropouts. What one
cannot do from a descriptive study is say why a
student is likely to drop out of an institution.
Descriptive studies are atheoretical because they
are not based on a theory that links the variables
in the study. Linkages (correlations) may be
established but the reasons why variables are
related is (sic) not specified (p. 18).
CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL MODELS
Spady's Model
Spady (1970) found that literature in the 1960s on
college dropouts focused only on generalizations about the
relationship between attrition and family background,
ability, or academic performance.

He observed that the

literature of that time lacked theoretical and empirical
coherence on which to base findings.

As most of the

researchers stressed the need for a model, their
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recommendations for new and more thorough approaches lacked
any definite theoretical base.

Spady, therefore,

synthesized the available studies on background variables,
sex-linked roles of educational goals and interest, and
interpersonal relationships then built a model based on
Durkheim's theory of suicide.
According to Durkheim (1951) suicide is more likely to
occur when individuals are insufficiently integrated into
the fabric of society.

Specifically, the likelihood of

suicide in society increases when two types of integration
are lacking--namely insufficient moral (value) integration
and insufficient collective affiliation.
A college can be viewed as a small social system with
its own values and social structure.

Therefore, it is

reasonable to assume that a dropout from higher education
would resemble a suicide in society (Tinto, 1975).
The first theoretical model of the dropout process was
described by Spady as follows:
The dropout process is best explained by an
interdisciplinary approach involving an interaction
between the individual student and his particular
college environment in which his attributes
(i. e., dispositions, interests, attitudes, and
skills) are exposed to influences, expectations,
and demands from a variety of sources (including
courses, faculty members, administrators, and
peers). The interaction that results provides the
student with the opportunity of assimilating
successfully into both the academic and social
systems of the college. To the extent that the
rewards available with either system appear
insufficient, however, the student may decide to
withdraw (p. 77).
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._----------------------------------Figure 1. The sociological model of the
dropout process by Spady (1970).
In the model design, grade performance, normative
congruence, and friendship support were assumed to lead to
social integration which was then expected to increase
satisfaction.

Increased satisfaction was assumed to in-

crease institutional commitment and thereby reduce the
likelihood of dropping out.
The Sociological Model of the Dropout Process by Spady
cited several important factors related to the dropout
process:

family background, academic potential, ability,

and socio-economic status.

To normative congruence and

friendship support, Spady added grade performance and
intellectual development, factors that lead to greater
social integratiqn.

Grade performance is shown to have a
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direct effect on attrition because a student can fail
academically.

He further stated that dropout decisions are

the result of a longitudinal process.
Tinto 's Model
The work of Spady was further expanded by Tinto.
Tinto (1975) used the previous work to build a model which
would lead to a predictive rather than a descriptive theory
of dropout behavior.

He, too, viewed Durkheim's theory as a

descriptive model that specified the conditions under which
varying types of dropout occur.
Academic $yS1em

.. . ..

....,

t- - - - - - -•

Social System

Figure 2. Tinto's (1975) theoretical model of college
withdrawal.
In developing the model which seeks to explain the
longitudinal process of interactions that lead different
persons to varying forms of persistence and/or dropout
behavior, Tinto suggested that background characteristics,
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in.dividual attributes, and precollege schooling interacted
with each other to influence an individual's educational
expectation and motivation for academic achievement.

Goal

commitment and institutional commitment were elements of
Tinto's model not included in Spady's model.

Tinto defined

goal commitment as "the level of expectation and the
intensity with which the expectation is held" (p. 93).

He

further stated:

An individual's educational goal commitment is
an important input variable in the model of drQPout
because it helps specify the psychological
orientations the individual brings with him into
the college setting--orientations that are
important predictors of the manner in which
individuals interact in the college environment
(p.93).
Tinto referred to institutional commitment as "any
specific institutional components which predispose him
toward attending one institution (or type of institution)
rather than another" (p. 93).
Spady's model suggests that two subsystems are found
in higher education--social system and academic system.
Tinto's model moves in a circular motion:

Goal commitment

leads to higher grade performance and intellectual
development; higher grade performance and intellectual
development lead to academic integration; and academic
integration leads to greater goal commitment.

Institutional

commitment generates peer-group and faculty interaction;
these interactions foster social integration, which in turn
increases institutional commitment.

Goal commitment and
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institutional commitment are likely to reduce the likelihood
of dropout (Bean, 1982).

It can be surmised, therefore,

that the lack of social and academic integration will lead
to low goal and institutional commitment; and because of
this, the probability is greater that an individual will
leave the institution.
Tinto summarized his model as follows:
In brief, this theoretical model of dropout ••.
argues that the process of dropout from college
can be viewed as a longitudinal process of
interactions between the individual and the
academic and social systems of the college during
which a person's experiences in those systems (as
measured by his/her normative and structural
integration) continually modify his/her goal and
institutional commitments in ways which lead to
persistence and/or to varying forms of dropout (p.
94).
Given individual characteristics, prior
experiences, and commitments, the model argues
that the individual's integration into the
academic and social systems of the college that
most directly relates to his/her continuance in
that college. Given prior levels of goal and
institutional commitment, it is the person's
normative and structural integration into the
academic and social systems that lead to new
levels of commitment. Other things being equal,
the higher the degree of integration of the
individual into the college systems, the greater
will be his/her commitment to the specific
institution and to the goal of college completion
(p. 96).
Pascarella's Model
While Tinto placed interaction with faculty as part of
social integration, Pascarella (1980) suggested that faculty
interactions might also enhance academic integration.
Drawing on the work of Spady (1970), Tinto (1975), and
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extensive review of the literature, Pascarella formed a
conceptual model that stressed the importance of studentfaculty informal contact.

PERSISTENCEJ
WITHDRAWAL
DECISIONS

Figure 3. Pascarella's (1980) conceptual model for
research on student-faculty informal contact.
In the model, student background characteristics (family
background, aptitudes, aspirations, personality
orientations, goals, values and interest, secondary school
achievement and experiences, expectations of college,
openness to change) are anticipated to interact with
institutional factors, faculty culture (professional
interests, values, and orientations), organizational
structure, institutional image, administrative policies and
decisions, institutional size, admissions standards, and
academic standards.

Institutional factors are anticipated

to influence informal contact with faculty (context,
exposure, focus, impact), other college experiences (peer
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culture, classroom, extracurricular, leisure activities),
and educational outcomes (academic performance, intellectual
development, personal development, education/career
aspirations, college satisfaction, and institutional
integration).
Educational outcomes are expected to influence
persistence/withdrawal decisions.

Background

characteristics are anticipated to have a direct influence
on institutional factors, informal contact with faculty,
other college experiences, and educational outcome.
Informal contact with faculty is expected to influence other
college experiences and be influenced by these informal
contacts.

Informal contact with faculty is also supposed to

influence educational outcomes and be influenced by these
informal contacts.
The three models as viewed by Bean (1980) have three
points in common:

1) The models are a longitudinal process

which describes attrition.

2) The models' theoretical base

are on the social and academic integration of students with
the institution.

3) The models are very complex in order to

enhance accuracy and promote genera1izabi1ity.
Genera1izabi1ity can only be determined on academic and
social integration if the questions are more generic and not
specific to the institution.
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Bean's Model
The last model discussed is A Longitudinal Model of
the Types of Factors Affecting Retention Decision.s.

Bean

developed his model after studying an industrial model by
Price and Mueller.

ORGANIZATIONAl
VARIABLES
I.AmU&Icr1s

2. Ccx.rsas oII.eeI
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4-Rules&r. . .
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3. Social RJRXI!Iyst8m

3. PradIcaI VlIIut oIlItlC:alian
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5.sr...

ENVIRONMENTAl PUll
I.uckolmncas
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4. Workrol,
5. F.ruryr~1iaa

Figure 4. Bean's (1986) longitudinal model of the
type of factors affecting retention decisions.
In developing his model, Bean integrated intent to
leave which was theorized in a model by Fishbein and Ajzen.
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) indicated that behavior is
preceded by an intention to perform that behavior.

Intent

to leave replaces institutional commitment which is found in
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the Spady and Tinto models.

In the schematic design intent

to leave is the final step before making the withdrawal
decision.

Bean (1982) stated that in the research he had

done, intent to leave had been the best predictor of
attrition.
The Bean model is both longitudinal and complex; it
also draws on the social and academic interaction of
students and their decision to withdraw from an institution.
Bean (1982) summarized the model:
The adapted model contained ten variables, which
reflected the student's interaction with the
institution (grades, practical value of the
ed~cation received, the sense of self-development
due to schooling, the repetitiveness of school
life, information related to the student role,
participation in decision making, having close
friends, having the courses one wants to take,
being treated fairly, and memberships in campus
organizations). These variables were all expected
to influence satisfaction which in turn was
expected to decrease intent to leave. Intent to
leave is positively related to dropout. In
addition, two variables external to the
organization--opportunity to transfer and
likelihood of marrying--were directly and
positively related to intent to leave and dropout.
Variables similar to academic and social
integration variable ••• appear among the variables
of interaction with the institution. Also among
these variables are several attitudinal variables
(p. 24).
After reviewing the four theoretical models from which
the framework for most studies is conducted, the literature
review focused on relevant studies conducted at two- and
four-year colleges and universities that utilized the
models.
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CRITICAL VARIABLES:

FINDINGS FROM PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Social and Academic Integration
Pascarella and Terenzini (1977, 1979) conducted
longitudinal studies at a large, independent, residential
university in New York state.

One purpose of the studies

was to identify the interactions between student-faculty
relationships and various student-entering characteristics.
Through use of an instrument that tapped the aspects of
intellectual development, peer-group interaction,
interactions with faculty, and institutional and goal
commitments in Tinto's model, Pascarella and Terenzini
conclud~d

that the quality and impact of student-faculty

relationships made greater estimated contributions to the
production of subsequent decisions to persist or withdraw
than did scores on the scale concerned with students' peer
relationships.

Pascarella and Terenzini's findings firmly

supported Spady's and Tinto's notion of the sociological
complexity of the influences on persistence/withdrawal
decisions.

Secondly, the findings suggested that the main

influence on students to persist was what happened during
the freshman year rather than the particular commitments,
background characteristics, aspirations or aptitudes which
the students brought with them.

Thirdly, the nature of the

interaction between student-faculty for men compensated for
low levels of institutional goal commitment and academic and
intellectual development.

For women, the frequent contacts
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with faculty on intellectual issues seemed to compensate for
low levels of satisfaction with the quality and impact of
peer relationships.

The overall findings of the studies

provided reasonably clear support for Tinto's hypothesis of
a potentially compensatory association between social and
academic integration.
These interactions between social integration and
academic integration as a predictive measure were studied by
Pascarella and Terenzini in 1980.

The study was replicated

by Terenzini, Lorang, and Pascarella (1981).

The purpose of

the studies was:
••• to develop a multidimensional instrument which
assesses the major dimensions of the Tinto model;
and to determine the validity of the instrument,
and thereby the model, in accurately identifying
freshmen who subsequently persist or drop out
voluntarily (p. 13).
The results of the studies showed:
••. the Institutional and Goal Commitment Scale
was a significant predictor of attendance behavior
even after controlling for·a variety of students'
precollege characteristics. Potential
institutional differences in faculty members'
influence on retention were identified. A
cross-validation classification procedure suggests
the five factors are reasonably stable predictors
of attrition (p. 109).
The study also generally supported the predictive
validity of the major components of Tinto's model.
A significant difference in student-faculty
relationship between the two studies was noted.

University

A persisters' average scores, as measured by the
interactions with faculty and the faculty concern for
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students' development and teaching scales, were
approximately one standard deviation higher than those who
left at the end of their freshman year.
University B persisters and nonpersisters' scores,
which didn't make a noticeable contribution to the attendance pattern, may be related to the fact that there were
more women in the sample; and that students were advised by
academic counselors rather than by faculty members.
Research on the relationship between student-faculty
interaction has also been examined by others and found to
have a direct effect on persistence/withdrawal decisions
(Spady, 1971; Astin, 1975; Lenning et ale 1980).
Halpin (1983), using Pascarella and Terenzini's 34-item
questionnaire at a two-year, nonresidential community
college, stated in his analysis that an important influence
of faculty-student interaction on persistence was noted.
His assertion (that student integration levels would be more
powerful predictors of turnover than the background and
environment variables) was partially supported.
The person-environment fit, on which Tinto's model is
based, was also tested for predictive validity by
Pascarella, Duby, and Iverson (1983) at a nonresidential
setting.

Academic integration was consistent with studies

done at residential universities.

Social integration showed

a negative influence on persistence which is inconsistent
with past studies and theories (Tinto, 1975; Spady, 1971;
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Pascarella and Terenzini, 1977, 1979, 1980).

This might be

explained by the fact that Tinto's model was based on the
assumption that the institution provided opportunities for
social integration which nonresidential universities were
not able to supply.

The findings in this study could have

strong implications for community college retention studies
because most community colleges are nom:esidential.
Voorhees (1987) found that academic integration
variables (grade-point average, number of informal
interactions with faculty outside of class, and number of
hours spent studying each week) in a community college
setting did not meet statistical criteria to be considered
for persistence.

He surmised that community college

students, because of other commitments, might not have as
much time to spend interacting informally with instructors
and might have less time to study each week.

If Voorhees's

idea is accepted, academic integration could be of less
importance to explaining persistence at a community college
than at a four-year college or university.
Pascarella's et al. (1983) study using goal commitment
and institutional commitment variables was also inconsistent
with theory (Tinto, 1975; Lenning et ale 1980; Pascarella
and Terenzini, 1980; Terenzini et al. 1981).

Neither goal

commitment nor institutional commitment had a direct
positive influence on persistence.

Institutional commitment

coupled with intention to persist did have an indirect
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influence on persistence.

Voorhees (1987) results showed

that intention to return interacted significantly with
community college persistence.

These results lend support

to Bean's theory (1986) that "students with positive
attitudes towards their college or university are likely to
remain enrolled in school" (po 56).
As the literature has shown, social and academic
integration are important components in a student's decision
to persist or withdraw at a four-year college or university
but might not be as significant at a community college.
Other research of community college students have
focused on the nontraditional student (Bean and Metzner,
1985); progress of students who intended to earn a degree
(Friedlander, 1986); confidence, commitment, and academic
performance and retention (Bers, 1983); and reverse transfer
and lateral transfer (Mitchell and Grafton, 1985).
Student Background and Environment Characteristics
Pascarella et al. (1986), in a long-term study of
students who began their post-secondary education in twoyear institutions, used the five different constructs in
Tinto's model to explain the long-term persistence of
students.

The results showed that only four student

background characteristics and initial commitments had
significant direct effects on the two persistence measures
when all other variables in the model were controlled.
men, secondary-s'chool achievement had a positive direct

For
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effect on degree completion; whereas, male degree completion
was negatively influenced by commitment to the initial
institution of enrollment.

For women, socioeconomic status

had a positive direct effect on degree persistence, and
secondary school social involvement positively influenced
degree completion.

This study also showed significant

differences in factors that influence persistence for men
and for women.

Institutional commitment had a significantly

stronger positive influence on persistence measures for men
than for women.

Secondary-school social involvement was a

significantly more important positive influence on
persistence measures for women than for men.

The two

variables with the most consistent pattern of significant
positive effect on degree completion were academic and
social integration.
Background characteristics (e.g., academic aptitude,
race, sex, affiliation needs) could have a direct effect on
persistence at nonresidential universities (Pascarella et
al., 1983; Voorhees, 1987).

Thompson and Bynum (1983) found

that race and sex composition of college classes have an
effect on attrition rates.

However, there were no

significant differences in attrition rates between minority
students and whites when other factors such as academic
ability and socioeconomic status were controlled (Voorhees,
1987).

Lenning et al. (1980) stated, however, that age and

race usually are not helpful in studying student attrition.
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Satisfaction
Another element that has surfaced in the last ten
years is the relationship of satisfaction and persistence.
One could make the assumption that students who are
satisfied with college would stay and those who are
dissatisfied would leave.

Hoyt (1978) suggested a series of

tenable assumptions based on concepts of satisfaction and
commitment:

1) Persistence will be chosen when

satisfactions (both realized and anticipated) associated
with it exceed those associated with another choice.
2) Lacking satisfaction in a given situation, individuals
will look for alternative choices and select the one that is
judged to have the highest probability of providing
satisfaction.

3) Satisfaction arises from two sources:

a

sense of progress in reaching personal goals and a sense of
comfort with the environment.

4) Enduring satisfaction

requires support from both of the above sources of
satisfaction.

Hoyt's intent was to focus on maximizing

satisfaction with choices rather than focusing on improving
retention.

Thus, persistence might be related more to the

willingness or ability to endure dissatisfaction than to the
dissatisfaction itself.
Bean (1980) reported that a positive relationship
exists between a person who is satisfied with his/her role
as a student and university student persistence.
If satisfaction with a single component, such as older
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students greater satisfaction with courses than younger
students (Lenning and Hanson (1977), then the same could
hold true for the general satisfaction with an institution.
The results of Voorhees' (1987) study indicated that
satisfaction is relatively unimportant in community college
persistence decisions.
A study by Bean and Bradley (1986) was the only piece
that developed a model that was used to assess the degree of
reciprocity between performance and satisfaction and to
identify those factors which have the greatest effect on
them.
In the last 20 years several articles have been
published on levels of satisfaction (Betz, Klingensmith, and
Menne, 1970; Pervin, 1967; Schmidt and Sedlacek, 1972;
Sturtz, 1971).
Stated Reasons for Leaving
Other factors must be considered.

Pantages & Creedon,

(1978) focused on the reasons students left during their
freshman year.

Several studies have identified the

academic, social, personal, and financial reasons related to
a student's decision to withdraw (Astin, 1975a,b; Brigman,
Kuh, Stager, 1982; Herndon, 1984).

Lenning et al. (1980)

listed five studies that surveyed students' reasons for
leaving.

These studies listed over 173 reasons of why

students withdraw from college.
Alfred (1972), using chi-square analysis, obtained a
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significant relationship with student attrition for 17 of
the 23 variables he examined:

enrollment status, class

attendance, class-level status, sex, age, veteran status,
self-income, place of residence, financial status,
financial-aid intention, work status, mode of
transportation, reason for pursuing college, -reason for
selecting a two-year college, career plans, plans to
continue enrollment, and degree plans.
Based on a study by Smith (1983) at the University of
Akron, it was determined by 20 percent of the nonpersisters
that conflicts with job and studies, not enough money, and
the need for a temporary break from school were the main
reasons for leaving.

Nonpersisters listed counseling and

advising services, financial aid opportunities and quality
of instruction as the factors which, if appropriate
adjustments had been made, would have encouraged them to
stay.
Davis (1970) interviewed students who had withdrawn;
the reasons for the withdrawals were as follows:

finances,

the irrelevancy of a college education, discouragement with
meeting academic standards, marriage, health, and family
problems.
Ramist (1981) noted that financial difficulty is the
second most stated reason for dropping out.

However, if

academic ability and motivation are controlled, there is
almost no relationship between income and attrition.
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A study by Thurston and Brainard (1973) showed similar
findings:

transfer to another institution, change of

residence, employment, medical problems, marriage, and
military obligations were stated as the primary reasons for
leaving.
RESEARCH DESIGNS USED IN STUDENT RETENTION STUDIES
Autopsy Design
The "autopsy" or post hoc attrition design is used to
collect data after the fact.

Terenzini (1982) labeled the

design "autopsy" since it involved sending survey
questionnaires to students who had withdrawn from the
institution.

Questionnaires from nonpersisters, only, is

not sufficient to ensure internal validity of an attrition
study.

Terenzini (1982) defined internal validity as:

The design's capability of ensuring that an
observed relation between an independent and a
dependent variable is not spurious and that
alternative explanations for the observed relation
have been controlled and be ruled out. Basically,
internal validity can be enhanced in either of two
ways: (1) through the random assignment of
persons to experimental and control groups
(probably impossible in attrition studies) or (2)
through the use of a nonequiva1ent comparison
group with statistical controls to take initial
group differences into account (p. 57).
Campbell and Stanley (1963) stated that "basic to
scientific evidence ... is the process of comparison, of
recording differences, or of contrast .•. Securing scientific
evidence involves making at least one comparison" (p. 6).
Therefore, a comparison group of persisters should be
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selected to take group differences into account.

Without

this comparison group, statistical controls are meaningless.
Data is gathered, therefore, from persisters at the same
time and under the same conditions as data from the
nonpersisters.
Cross-Sectional Design
Terenzini (1982) described the cross-sectional design.
It is used for the one-time collection of data from
currently enrolled students.

As collection of the data is

one moment in the student's academic career, it is best to
collect the data near the end of a semester or academic
year.

A sample group of persisters and nonpersisters can be

identified through enrollment data generated at the
beginning of the next semester or academic year.
The major feature of the cross-sectional design is the
ability to compare persisters and nonpersisters on the same
measures taken at the same time and under similar

conditions~

The data set that is selected must include measurements
for the precollege differences between the groups so internal
validity will not be threatened.

A college data base could

provide some information for controlling the precollege
differences (high school achievement and academic aptitude
test, placement scores).
Since the study would be conducted while the students
are on campus, a high response rate would be likely.

It

would be important to get a high response rate to increase
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the likelihood of detecting differences in persisters and
nonpersisters.
Longitudinal Design
The longitudinal design is used to collect data from
the same group at two or more points in time.
As Terenzini (1982) points out:
The longitudinal design provides for the
extensive planned control of many var~ables
thought to be potential influences on the
attendance behavior of students. For the reason
the longitudinal design is the most internally
valid of the designs. Information collected prior
to matriculation can be used statistically to
equate dropouts and nondropouts (p. 61).
The longitudinal design produces a likely response rate
of 40 to 60 percent.

The high rate is needed to off set the

mortality rate in subsequent collections.

It is best to use

as large a sample as the study can afford.
The following table gives a summary of the three
designs discussed.
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TABLE III
THREE DESIGNS FOR STUDYING ATTRITION

Consideration

Research considerations
a
Instrument reliability
a
Instrument validity
Likely response rates
Sample representativeness
Internal validity
Comparisons with
non-dropouts
Controls for initial
group differences
Analytical procedures
Applicability of date
to other purposes
Planning considerations
Needed training! .
experience of project staff
Time to complete study
Direct costs (relative)
Planning needed
Data management problems
and requirements

Autopsy
Studies

Cross-Sectional
Studies

Longitudinal
Studies

Probably limited
Probably limited
15-40%
Unlikely

Possible
Possible
50-80%
More likely

Possible
PossibSe
40-60%
More likely

No

Yes

Yes

No

c
Limited

Yes

Usually descriptive
or bivariate
None-Limited

Bivariate or
IlUltivariate
Moderate-High

Multivariate

Minimal

Moderate-Advanced

Advanced

3-5 months
Lov
Limited
Fev

6-9 months
Lov-Moderate
Limited-Moderate
Fev-Moderate

15 months
High
Considerable
Many

Moderate-High

a Depends more on the training and skill of the person (s) designing the study than on the
study adopted
b Response rates, expressed as proportions of an initial sample, decline with each
subsequent data
c Assumes that the only pre-college information available for study respondents is
typically collected at time of application for admission.
Source:

Terenzini, 1982
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The major question is, then, within a community
college, what differentiates new full-time students who
leave and those who stay.

This study sought to answer the

question by asking new full-time students to fill out a
questionnaire.
The answers were analyzed to see if student background,
student environment, social and academic integration or
satisfaction with services influenced a student's decision
to persist or withdraw.
The next chapter will focus on a preliminary study
using the autopsy design.

CHAPTER III
FIRST STUDY: THE USE AND RESULTS
OF AN AUTOPSY DESIGN
The "autopsy" or post hoc attrition design was used to
collect data for the original study. The response rate was
so low using the "autopsy" design that not enough data was
collected to obtain adequate results.
labeled a preliminary study.

Thus the activity was

Using the 1986-87 enrollment

data, 162 cohorts were identified as nonpersisters.

Of that

group 157 met the specifications for the preliminary study.
Another 157 persisters were identified by a random
sample.
PROCEDURES
Sample
Two general sets of subjects were selected for
participation in the study.

The persister and nonpersisters

were selected from the new full-time students who enrolled
Fall Term, 1986, at Clackamas Community College, Oregon
City, Oregon.
Of the 613 new full-time students who enrolled Fall
Term, 1986, 162 (26.4%) did not return for Winter Term,
1987.

The student names of nonpersisters were retrieved

from the college data base at the end of the second week,
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Winter Term, 1987.

The end of the second week is the last

day that students can enroll in classes without the consent
of the instructor.

Of the 162 students who did not return,

five were excluded from the study:

One was deceased and

four did not leave their forwarding addresses (N=157).
The persisters (N=157) were identified at the end of
the second week of classes by a simple random sampling,
using SPSS, of the new full-time students who returned
Winter Term, 1987, and registered for a minimum of 12 credit
hours.
Since the response rate of the nonpersisters was so low
(26%), reliable analysis was not possible using the data
gathered from the questionnaires.

The college data base

provided the following demographic and background
information about the persisters and nonpersisters.
The age of the persisters and nonpersisters is
displayed in Table IV to show the age distribution breakdown
after the random sampling was completed.
A chi-square, goodness of fit test, X2 (2, N = 309) =
5.64,

~<.05,

revealed no statistical significant difference

between age and persistence and nonpersistence of new-full
time students.

It should be noted that if E<.lO was used,

the difference moved toward significance.
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TABLE IV
AGE DISTRIBUTION
(By number and percent)

Age Range

Persisters
N
%

Nonpersisters
N
%

120

77

103

67

23-29

12

8

24

15

30 and up

23

15

27

18

155

100

154

100

Under 23

Total
Missing

2

3

The gender of the persisters and nonpersisters
displayed in Table V shows the distribution after the random
sampling was completed.
No statistically significant difference between
gender and persistence and nonpersistence of new full-time
students was detected at X2 (l, N = 310) = 1.98, ~<.05.
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TABLE V
GENDER DISTRIBUTION
(By number and percent)

Gender

Persisters
N
7-

Nonpersisters
N
7-

Female

75

48

61

39

Male

82

52

92

59

0

0

4

2

157

100

157

100

No response
Total

Students were encouraged but not required to take
placement tests.

Table VI shows the distribution of those

who did and did not take the placement test.
There was a statistically significant difference, X2 (1,
N

= 314) = 5.76,

~<.05,

between completion and noncompletion

of a placement test and persistence and nonpersistence of
new full-time students.

Persisters were more likely to have

taken the placement test.
Students were encouraged but not required to declare
a major when they registered Fall Term.

Table VII shows the

distribution of those who declared a specific major or a
general studies major.
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TABLE VI
PLACEMENT TEST DISTRIBUTION
(By number and percent)

Testing

Persisters
N
%

Completed
Not completed
Total

Nonpersisters

N

%

101

64

80

51

56

36

77

49

157

100

157

100

No statistically significant difference,
X2 (1, N

= 314) = .24, E(.05, was found between declaring a

major and persistence and nonpersistence of new full-time
students.
TABLE VII
DECLARED MAJOR DISTRIBUTION
(By number and percent)

Major

Persisters

Nonpersisters

N

%

General Studies

57

36

53

34

Specific Majors

100

64

104

66

Total

157

100

157

100

N

%
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The persisters and nonpersisters selection of transfer
programs, Associate of Science Degree and Certificate
occupational

pLograws~

and other programs is shown in Table

VIII.
No statistically significant differences,
X2 (l, N

= 314) = .24, E(.05, between transfer/nontransfer

and persistence and nonpersistence of new full-time
students were found.
TABLE VIII
TRANSFER AND NONTRANSFER DISTRIBUTION
(By number and percent)

Program

Persisters
N
:z

Nonpersisters
N
:z

Transfer

62

40

54

34

Nontransfer

38

24

50

32

Other

57

36

53

34

Total

157

100

157

100

From the 1986-87 demographic findings, the following
description of a nonpersister was developed:

A nonpersister

is more likely to be a male between the ages of 23-29 who
had not taken a placement test.
The next chapter will focus on the design of the study,
operationalization of the variables, instrumentation, data
collection, and data analysis procedures.

CHAPTER IV
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The purpose of this study was to identify those
retention-associated variables, which best account for
persistence and nonpersistence among new full-time students
in a community college.

The major research questions posed

in the first chapter were as follows:

Within a community

college, what differentiates students who leave and those
who stay?

Do factors identified in previous studies which

helped to explain persistence and nonpersistence in
four-year colleges and universities and those serving large
numbers of residential students hold the same power for
explaining this phenomenon in community colleges?

The

specific research questions were also presented.

1) Was

there a statistical significant difference between
persistence and nonpersistence and students' background and
environmental characteristics?

2) Was there a statistical

significant difference between persistence and
nonpersistence and students' social and academic
integrations into a community college.

3) Was there a

statistical significant difference between persistence and
nonpersistence and students' satisfaction with services?

4)

Among new full-time students who attend a community college,
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which of the social and academic integration factors or
combination of factors can best account for being a
persister or nonpersister.
This chapter presents the methodology used to address
the research questions.

Separate sections discuss the

research design of the study, variables identified and
operationalized, procedures (sample, instrument, data
collection), data analysis, and limitations.
RESEARCH DESIGN
As described in Chapter II, the longitudinal design
provides the most extensive planned control of the many
variables thought to be potential influences on the
attendance behavior of students.

However, to be effective,

the longitudinal-design requires:

a project staff with

advanced training, substantial amount of time to complete,
and a great deal of money.

These three requirements were

not available for this study, therefore, the cross-sectional
design was chosen.
A major feature of the crqss-sectiona1 design is the
capacity to compare a group of persisters and nonpersisters
on the same measures taken at the same time and under
similar conditions.
As stated by Terenzini (1982):
The design involves the measurement of
potentially attrition-related experiences and
attitudes at the very time they are presumably
exerting their influence (p. 59).
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Internal validity of the study could be threatened by
the inability of the cross-sectional design to account for
precollege differences.

The potentially important attrition

predictors, precollege commitment of completion of a degree,
educational and career aspirations or goals, and
expectations of the college experience, were independent
variables used to account for the differences.

The students

were surveyed while they were still on campus which allowed
for a higher response rate than that of the preliminary
autopsy study.

The higher the response rate, the greater

the likelihood that true differences might be detected among
the persisters and nonpersisters on a statistical basis.
VARIABLES FOR THE STUDY

The variables for the study were listed in Chapter I.
The independent variables (student background
characteristics and student environment characteristics)
were selected for making group comparisons on the basis of
extensive literature review.

Many of the characteristics

are representative of a community college population.
The independent variables (social and academic
integration) were derived from Tinto's model and were
selected by Terenzini and Pascarella (1980) for use in their
Likert-item instrument.
The independent variables (college services and
environment) were selected for making group comparison on
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the basis of research conducted by The ACT Evaluation/Survey
Service.
The student background and environment variables were
operationally defined as follows:
Student Background Variables
The background variables represented student
characteristics and educational goals prior to enrollment.
Age.

Age intervals.

Gender.

"Male" or "female."

Ethnic Group.

"Black Non-Hispanic Origin," "White

Non-Hispanic Origin," "Asian or Pacific Islander," "American
Indian/Alaskan Native," or "Hispanic."
Educational goal at enrollment.

"Take a few classes,"

"earn a GED certificate," "earn a one-year certificate,"
"earn a two-year degree," "earn a four-year degree,"
"license/ recertification."
Reason enrolled at Clackamas Community College.

"Get a

job," "improve current job skills," "get a better job,"
"personal enrichment/interest," "explore career options,"
"earn transfer credit," "improve basic skills," "sports," or
"other."
Number terms plan to stay.

"One term," "two terms,"

"three terms (1 year)," "four-six terms (2 years)," or "more
than six terms."
Prior education.

"Less than high school," "some high

school," "high school completed," "GED," "one year of
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college," "two years of college," "three years of college,"
"four-year college degree," or "graduate degree."
Pre-enrollment activities.

"Entered directly from high

school," "entered after working for period of time <exclude
summer work)," "entered after parenting," "transferred from
another 2-year college," "transferred from a four-year
college or university," "entered after completing military
service," "other."
Reported GPA/high school or prior college.

"Below

2.0," "2.0-2.5," "2.6-3.0," "3.1-3.5," "3.5 or higher."
Placement test.

Taken from the college data base.

Declared major at Clackamas.

Taken from the college

data base.
Educational level of mother, father, spouse/partner.
"less than high school," "some high school," "high school
completed," "some college," "college degree" "does not
apply."
High school program of study.

"Vocational," college

preparation," "other program."
Attendance at class advising session.
Attendance on college success day.

"Yes" or "no."

"Yes" or "no."

Student Environment Variables
The environment variables represented external and
internal interactions which might or might not influence a
student's decision to withdraw.
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Marital status.

"Single," "married," "separated,"

"divorced," or "widowed."
Number dependent children.

"None," "one," "two,"

"three," or "four or more."
Emotional support system.

"Very positive support,"

"somewhat positive support," "neutral," "somewhat negative
support," "very negative support," "does not apply."
Receive financial aid.

Taken from the college data

base.
Most frequent class time.

"Day," "weekend," or

"evening (6 p.m. or after)."
Distance commuted one-way.

"Less than one mile," "1-5

miles," "6-10 miles," "11-20 miles," or "over 20 miles."
Number hours work per week.

"0 or occasional jobs,"

"1-10 hours," "11-20 hours," "21-31 hours," or "over 31
hours per week."
Residence.

"Rental apartment/room/house," "home of

parents or relatives," or "your own home."
Time with faculty.
week,"

"~

"None," "less than

~

hour per

to 1 hour per week," "over 1 hour/less than 2

hours per week," "2 hours or more."
Time with other students.
per week,"

"~

"None," "less than

~

to 1 hour per week," "over 1 hour/less than 2

hours per week" "2 hours or more."
The independent variables in Section II were as
follows:

hour
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Social Integration
Peer Group Interaction.
questionnaire items 1-7.

Agreement or disagreement with

(e.g., "The student friendships I

have developed have been personally satisfying. ;;)
Interaction with Faculty.
with questionnaire items 8-12.

Agreement or disagreement
(e.g.,

'~y

nonc1assroom

interactions with faculty have had a positive influence on
my career goals.")
Academic Integration
Faculty Concern for Student Development and Teaching.
Agreement or disagreement with questionnaire items 13-17.
(e.g., "Few of the faculty members I have had contact with
are generally interested in students.")
Academic and Intellectual Development.
disagreement with questionnaire items 18-24.

Agreement or
(e.g., "My

academic experience has had a positive influence on my
intellectual growth and interest in ideas.")
Institutional and Goal Commitments.

Agreement or

disagreement with questionnaire items 25-30.

(e.g., "It is

important for me to graduate from college.")
The following independent variables in Section III
were:
Services and Environment
College services.

Level of satisfaction with

questionnaire items 1-23.

(e.g., academic advising service,
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personal counseling services, career planning service.)
College environment.

Level of satisfaction with

questionnaire items 24-50.

(e.g., general admissions/entry

procedures, availability of your adviser.)
The following dependent variable was derived from
Tinto's model:
Persistence
Persisters.

Students who re-enrolled the next term

with a minimum of one hour.
Nonpersisters.

Students who enrolled full-time (12

hours or more) Fall Term 1987, but failed to enroll for any
hours the follOWing term.
PROCEDURES
Sample
Enrollment trends of new full-time students at
Clackamas Community College indicated that the popUlation
size would be between 500-600 and that 100-160 (20-26%)
would not re-enroll the next term.
Using the 1987-88 data, 607 new full-time students
enrolled Fall Term, 1987.
participate.

All students were asked to

The students were sent questionnaires at the

end of the fourth week of Fall Term, 1987.

The fourth week

was chosen to allow the students time to familiarize
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themselves with the community college environment and to
experience the academic and social systems.

Thirteen students were exclu.ded from the study clue to
incorrect addresses; thirty-four did not want to take part
in the study; and eight no longer attended the community
college.

Thus, 552 new full-time students became the usable

population for this study.

Three hundred and six (55.4% of

the usable population) students returned the questionnaires.
Twenty-three had no social security numbers; thus 283 usable
questionnaires (51.3% of the usable population) were used
for this study.
The student names were retrieved from the college data
base at the end of the third week, Winter Term, 1988.

The

end of the third week is the last day that students could
withdraw from classes and receive a refund.

Total

respondents are shown in Table IX.
TABLE IX

RESPONSE RATES OF STUDENTS
(By number and percent)

Population
Persisters
Nonpersisters

Respondents

Percent

453

242

53.4

99

41

41.4
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The Setting: Clackamas Community College
Clackamas Community College was founded in 1966 to
provide college level educational opportunities and
vocational training to the residents of Clackamas County.
Accredited by the Northwest Association of Schools and
Colleges in 1971, Clackamas is a public two-year college,
with 156 full-time and 441 part-time faculty, offering
comprehensive programs in college transfer, occupational
training,

~ontinuing

education, and developmental learning

skills (See Table X).
In 1987 Clackamas served more than 20,000 students at a
spacious and modern campus located 20 miles from Portland on
175 acres of rolling farmland south of Oregon City, and at
more than 80 off-campus locations throughout the district.
A 1987-88 profile of Clackamas County is included in
Appendix A.
The 1986-87 enrollment distribution is shown in
Table XI.
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TABLE X
CLACKAMAS COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAM GUIDE
Accounting
Anthropology
Art
Auto Body Repair
Auto Refinishing
Auto Mechanics
Biology
Botany
Business Administration
Chemistry
Clerical Office Assistant
Computer Science
Computer Software Technician
Criminal Justice
Drafting Technology
Economics
Education
Electronics Technology
Engineering
English
Fire Science
Fluid Power Mechanics
French
Geography
Geology
German
Gerontology
Graphic Arts & Printing
History
Home Economics
Industrial Maintenance Technology
Japanese
Journalism
Law Enforcement
Manufacturing Technology
Mathematics
Medical Assistant
Medical Receptionist

••

••
••

••
••

••
••
• •
•••
•
••
••
••
•••
••
••
• ••
••
•• •
••
••

• •
•

Merchandising Management
Music
Nursing
Office Administration
Omamental Horticulture
Parts Merchandising
Philosophy
Physical Education & Health
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Real Estate
RefrigerationlHeatingNentilation
Religious Studies
Science
Social Science
Sociology
Spanish
Speech
Supervisory Training
Theatre Arts
Wastewater Technology

•
••••

••
••

•
••
••
•
e.
•
••
••
•
•

'.

II

Waterworks Technology
Welding Technology
Writing
Zoology

Transfer
Occupational
Certificate

••

••
••
••

••
•
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TABLE XI
ENROLLMENT DISTRIBUTION
(By number and percent)

FTE

Program
Lower division transfer

%

Headcount

%

1,678

47

5,307

28

Occupational

729

20

1,945

10

Occupational supplementary

373

10

4,169

22

Developmental education

521

15

1,646

09

Self-improvement

258

08

6,038

31

3,559

100

19,105

100

Total

The average age of women attending classes full time
was 25.9; for men 24.3.

The average age for all credit

students was 31.1.
While continuing to serve the needs of traditional
students, the college is expanding its services to meet
emerging community needs.

In partnership with other local

agencies, Clackamas now provides management assistance to
small businesses, employee training programs to industry,
and alternative high school completion and vocational skills
programs to high-risk youths.
Instrument
The questionnaire used for differentiating persisters
and nonpersisters was adapted from 1) The American College
Testing Program's Withdrawing/Nonreturning Student Opinion
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Survey and 2) Pascarella and Terenzini (1979, 1980), and
Terenzini, et a1. (1981) academic and social integration
instrument.

Permission was granted in January, 1987, from

Mike Va1iga, Assistant Director of Institutional Service,
ACT, and Patrick Terenzini to use the instruments.
Section I of the questionnaire adapted from ACT
contained information regarding background and student
environment variables.

Changes in wording were primarily

institutional references.
Section II from Pascarella and Terenzini (1980)
contained 30 Likert-items for measuring academic and social
integration.
factoring:

The items were divided into five groups for
peer group interactions, interaction with

faculty, faculty concern for student development and
teaching, academic and intellectual development, and
institutional and goal commitments.
used for coding purposes.

The Likert scale was

(5=agree strongly, 4=agree

somewhat, 3=neutra1, 2=disagree somewhat, and l=disagree
strongly) .
Section III from the ACT questionnaire explored student
level of satisfaction with services, programs, and
environment at the institution.

The respondents marked:

very satisfied, satisfied, neutral, dissatisfied, very
dissatisfied, does not apply.
The questionnaire is included in Appendix A.
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Reliability and Validity
The ACT Evaluation/Survey Service User's Guide (1985)
stated that the instruments were developed after a thorough
review of the pertinent literature and after consultation
with expert practitioners in the relevant fields.

Many

items were selected from instruments that had been used in
previous large-scale ACT research studies and research
services; others were suggested by the literature and by
professional educators.

Each of the instruments were

examined for clarity and accuracy by a small sample of
currently enrolled postsecondary students.
Following the reviews, a pilot version of the
instruments was administered to several hundred students or
former students at several institutions across the country.
Data from the pilot tests were analyzed to determine which
items and sections appeared confusing to the students.
After the analysis, the final drafts were developed.

ACT

based the validity of the items on literature review,
consultation with content experts, and pilot testing of the
instruments as well as ACT's experience in instrument design
and construction.

ACT felt the most direct evidence of the

face validity and content validity of the instruments was in
the easy-to-read, straightforward questions which dealt
directly with particular aspects of the college (ACT, 1985).
ESS instruments were used for identifying the relative
importance of satisfaction with college programs and
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services.

Appendix A presents the reliability coefficients

from items of the Student Opinion Survey.

The table

provides Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients
between the average satisfaction ratings obtained during a
test-retest of the instrument.

From the correlations (.92

and .95), it is evident that the average satisfaction rating
for various aspects of the institution exhibits a high
degree of stability, (ACT, 1985).
To examine the predictive validity of their instrument,
Pascarella and Terenzini (1980) derived five factors from a
set of 34 items using factor analysis.

Alpha re1iabi1ities

ranged from .71 to .84 and intercorre1ations among the five
scales ranged from .01 to .33 (median, .23) which indicated
that the scales appeared to assess independent dimensions of
integration and commitment.

A replication of the study by

Terenzini et a1. (1981) yielded alpha reliability scores of
.58 to .84.
Pascarella and Terenzini (1980) correctly classified
79.5% of the calibration sample and 78.5% of the
cross-validation sample (with significant improvement on
chance conservatively set at .50 for the population) which
appears to support the predictive validity of the scales.
Prior to distribution of the questionnaire, a pilot
survey was given to twenty students in a computer
applications class at Clackamas Community College.

The

class was chosen. because the demographics of the class
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was representative of the students who were enrolled in the
community college Fall Term.

The class was an entry-level

hands-on computer class identified as a general education
course.

The pilot study was conducted for the purpose of

field testing the clarity of questions, instructions, and
format.
The following changes were made in Section I:
1)

Under educational goal, "take one class" was omitted.

2)

Under reason for enrolling, "earn transfer credit" was

added.

3)

Under distance commuted, "21-40 miles" and "over

40 miles" was changed to "over 20 miles." 4)

Under number

hours worked last term, "21-30" was changed to "21-31" and
"31-40" was changed to "over 31." 5)

"Prior education" was

added.
A consent form (Appendix A) was developed for the
purpose of emphasizing response confidentiality.
Respondents were assured that their signatures on the
consent forms were for consent purposes only and not
identification purposes.
A final revision of the instrument was made after the
preliminary study.
Section I:
2)

Under racial/ethnic, "other" was omitted.

Under educational goal, "license re-certification was

added.
4)

1)

The following changes were made in

3)

Under reason for enrolling, "sports" was added.

Under number of terms planned to stay, "undecided" was

omitted.

5)

Under residence last term, "other" was
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omitted.

"Rental apartment/room/house" were grouped

together.
7)

6)

"High school and prior GPA" was added.

"Declared major" was added.

students" was added.
added.

10)

9)

8) "Interaction with other

"Interaction with faculty" was

"Educational level of mother, father,

spouse/partner" was added.

11)

"Emotional support from

parents, spouse/partner, children, employer, friends" was
added.

12)

"Type of tuition" was deleted.

aid" was deleted.

14)

13)

"Financial

Under amount of education, "some

high school" was added.

15)

"Attendance at advising

session and college success day" was added.
Data Collection
Dillman's (1978) suggested steps for data collection
were used.

College support was granted, thus the research

office took responsibility for mailing the questionnaires.
The questionnaires were mailed to the students
October 21, 1987, with a cover letter explaining the
questionnaire and its use.

If no response had been received

by November 2, 1987, a post card was sent as a reminder to
return the questionnaire.

On November 9, 1987, reminder

phone calls were made to the nonrespondents.

A second

questionnaire was mailed and reminder phone call was made to
the nonrespondents on November 23, 1987.

The data

collection process was completed on December 12, 1987.
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DATA ANALYSIS
Statistical analysis of the research data was generated
using (SPSS) Statistical Package for the Social Sciences.
The following analytical methods were used for the research
question:
Frequencies were examined (See Appendix B) in Section I
to determine the extent to which the variables would be
collapsed.

Variables were collapsed as follows:

Student Background Variables
Age.

"Under 19," "20-29," "30-39," "over 40."

Ethnic Group.

"Nonwhite," "white."

Educational goal at enrollment.

"Not four-year

degree," "1- or 2-year diploma," "four-year degree."
Reason enrolled at Clackamas Community College.

"Job,"

"other," "transfer credit."
Number terms plan to stay.

"Less than or equal to

three terms," "more than three terms."
Prior education.

"Less than or equal to 12 years,"

"1-2 years of college," "3-4 years of college."
Pre-enrollment activities.

"High school," "not high

school," "transfer."
Reported GPA/high school or prior college.
or equal to 2.5," "2.6-3.0," "above 3.1."
Placement test. "Yes," "no."
Declared major at Clackamas.

"Transfer,"

"Less than
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"nontransfer," "other."
Educational level of mother, father, spouse/partner.
"Less than high school," "high school completed," "college."
Student Environment Variables
Marital status.

"Not married," "married."

Number dependent children.
Receive financial aid.

"0 children," "children."

"Yes," "no."

Distance cOUDnuted one-way. "Less than five miles,"
"more than five miles."
Number hours work per week.

"Less than 20 hours,"

"more than 20 hours."
Residence.

"On own," "with parents."

Time with faculty.

"None," "less than % hour," "more

than % hour."
Time with other students.

"None," "less than % hour,"

"more than % hour."
The data was cross tabulated by the dependent variable
with each of the independent variables which were formed
from the background and environmental information collected
on the survey instrument.
Chi-square, goodness of fit test, was chosen to measure
the over all difference between the observed frequencies and
persistence and nonpersistence.
However, ANOVA was used for the variable emotional
support to determine if significant differences existed
between the persister and nonpersister mean scores.
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Social and Academic Integration Variables
ANOVA was used to test for significant differences
between the dependent variable and the independent variables
which were formed from the social and academic integration
questions in Section II.
Based on the consistency of the factor loading and
alpha reliability scores of Pascarella and Terenzini (1980),
Terenzini et al (1981), and Halpin (1983), the same scores
were used to isolate the five factors. (It need be noted
that the scoring on negatively worded items were reversed
before the factor scales scores were calculated).
ANOVA was also used to test for significant differences
between the dependent variable and the five individual
factors.
Discriminant analysis was then used to determine the
predictive validity of the five factors.
Satisfaction with Services
ANOVA was again used to test for significant
differences between persisters and nonpersisters and
satisfaction with services at Clacakamas Community College.
LIMITATIONS
This study provided needed information regarding
persisters and nonpersisters at Clackamas Community College.
Clackamas Community college is similar to other medium-sized
suburban community colleges in course offerings, retention
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rates, and student characteristics.

The results, however,

may/may not be generalizable to similar colleges serving
similar populations.
The questionnaires were not coded in a manner that
would allow tracking of respondents who did not use social
security numbers.

Because of this 23 completed

questionnaires could not be coded as a persister or
nonpersister.
Part-time students account for an ever increasing
percent of the total population, however, only full-time new
students were used in this study.
The total number of students involved in this study was
283 which was lower than expected or desired.

As stated in

the data collection section, all the steps that Dillman
(1978) suggested were followed. The 242 persiters and 41
nonpersisters were used for the analysis.
This research took two steps in studying student
retention at a community college.

The first use of the data

was to describe the demographic characteristics which the
institution could use in identifying who is a persister or
nonpersister.
The second step was the use of academic and social
integration factors in predicting persistence.

The student

demographics were not used as predictive measures because
that analysis was beyond the scope of this study.

CHAPTER V
FINDINGS
This study examined the difference between student
background and environment variables and persistence and
nonpersistence at a community college.

The study also

examined the difference between social and academic
integration and persistence and nonpersistence; and the
difference between satisfaction with services and the two
groups.

Finally, the study determined whether a measure of

social and academic integration would significantly
discriminate between persisters and

nonp~rsisters.

The purpose of this chapter is to report the findings
of each specific research question.

Discussion and

conclusions will follow in chapter VI.
Frequencies were examined (See Table XII) for each
variable that was used to answer the research questions.
Is there a statistically significant difference between
persistence and nonpersistence and students' background and
environmental characteristics?
No significant differences (See Table XIII) were found
between the dependent variable persistence and
nonpersistence and the following background variables:
age, ethnic group (Ethnic), reason enrolled at Clackamas
Community College (Reason), pre-enrollment activities
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(Prior), reported GPA/high school or prior college
(HSGPA/CGPA), mothers' education (Mom), spouse/partner's
education (Spouse), high school program of study (HSprog),
or attendance on college success day (Orient).
Significant differences (See Table. XIII) were found for
the following background variables:

gender, educational

goal at enrollment (Goal), number of terms plan to stay
(Terms), prior education (Educ), placement test (Pltest),
declared major (Major), father's education (Dad), and
attendance at class adVising session (Advis).
Among the new full-time students, women showed a higher
percentage of persistence than men.
Students with long-term educational goals had a higher
percentage of persistence than students with short-term
educational goals.
A higher percentage of persisters planned to stay at
Clackamas Community more than three terms while a higher
percentage of nonpersisters planned to stay less than three
terms.
New full-time students with a high school diploma or
less were more likely to persist while those with prior
college were less likely to persist.
A higher percentage of persisters were more likely to
have taken the placement test than nonpersisters,
Students declaring a transfer major were more likely to
persist while those declaring a nontransfer or general
studies or other were more likely to be nonpersisters.
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A higher percentage of fathers of persisters were more
likely to have completed high school than fathers of
nonpersisters.
Persisters were more likely to have attended the
advising session than nonpersisters.
No signi.ficant differences (See Table XIV and Table
XV) were found between the dependent variable persistence
and nonpersistence and the following environment variables:
marital status (Marital), number dependent children
(Children), emotional support system (Spouse/partner, Kids,
Employer), distance commute one-way (Commute), number hours
work per week (Work), residence (Resid), and time with other
students (Stud).
Significant differences (See Table XIV and Table XV)
were found for the following environment variables:
emotional support (parents, friends), financial aid
(Finaid), most frequent class time (Attend), and time with
faculty (Fac).
There were a higher percentage of recipients of
financial aid in the persister group than in the
nonpersister group
It is important to note that 96.1% of all respondents
(n=270) attended day classes, therefore, the significance
did not help account for persistence or nonpersistence.
A higher percentage of persisters spent more than
hour interacting with faculty outside of class while
nonpersisters spent less than

~

hour.

~
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Persisters were more likely to have emotional support
from parents and friends than nonpersisters.
TABLE XII
FREQUENCIES OF BACKGROUND AND
ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics

Total
N
%

Background
Age
Under 19
165
20-29
60
39
30-39
17
Over 40
*Gender
Male
129
Female
152
Ethnic
16
Nonwhite
264
White
**Goal
21
Not 4-year
1-2 yr dipl 117
144
4-yr dipl
Reason
71
Get job
Other
72
121
Transfer
*Terms
Less or
eql 3 terms 95
More 3 tms 185
**Educ
Less or
eql 3 terms 233
1-2 college 37
3-4 college 11
Prior
Dir HS
136
Not HS
106
Transfer
19

*<.05

Persister
N
%

Nonpersister
N
%

58.7
21.4
13.9
6.0

143
50
35
12

86.7
83.3
89.7
70.6

22
10
4
5

13.3
16.7
10.3
29.4

45.9
54.1

103
137

79.8
90.1

26
15

20.2
9.9

5.7
94.3

14
226

87.5
85.6

2
38

12.5
14.4

7.4
41.5
51.1

12
95
134

57.1
81.2
93.1

9
22
10

42.9
18.8
6.9

26.9
27.3
45.8

58
60
108

81.7
83.3
89.3

13
12
13

18.3
16.7
10.7

33.9
66.1

74
166

77.9
89.7

21
19

22.1
10.3

82.9
13.2
3.9

205
30
6

88.0
81.1
54.5

28
7
5

12.0
18.9
45.5

120
92
15

88.2
86.8
78.9

16
14
4

11.8
13.2
21.1

52.1
40.6
7.3

** (. 01 (See Table XIII for x2 value)
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FREQUENCIES OF BACKGROUND AND
ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics

HSGPA
Less or
eq1 2.5
2.6-3.0
3.1 higher
CGPA
Less or
eq1 2.5
2.6-3.0
.
3.1 higher
*P1test
Yes
No
**Major
Trans
Nontrans
Other
Mom
Less HS
HS
College
**Dad
Less HS
HS
College
Spouse
Less HS
HS
College
HSprog
Vocational
Col prep
Other prog
**Advis
Yes
No
Orient
Yes
No

Total
N
%

Persister
N
%

Nonpersister
N
%

72
109
98

25.8
39.1
35.1

61
92
86

84.7
84.4
87.8

11
17
12

15.3
15.6
12.2

19
18
27

29.7
28.1
42.2

13
15
21

68.4
83.3
77.8

6
3
6

31.6
16.7
22.2

217
66

76.7
23.3

191
51

88.0
77.3

26
15

12.0
22.7

93
89
101

32.9
31.4
35.7

88
80
74

94.6
89.9
73.3

5
9
27

5.4
10.1
26.7

30
105
127

11.5
40.1
48.5

26
94
104

86.7
89.5
81.9

4
11
23

13.3
10.5
18.1

48
73
146

18.0
27.3
54.7

32
69
126

66.7
94.5
86.3

16
4
20

33.3
5.5
13.7

12
19
47

15.4
24.4
60.3

10
17
40

83.3
89.5
85.1

2
2
7

16.7
10.5
14.9

47
124
73

19.3
50.8
29.9

III

60

76.6
89.5
82.2

11
13
13

23.4
10.5
17.8

122
159

43.4
56.6

113
127

92.6
79.9

9
32

7.4
20.1

71
210

25.3
74.7

63
177

88.7
84.3

8
33

11.3
15.7

36
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FREQUENCIES OF BACKGROUND AND
ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics

Total
N
%

Environment
Marital
239
Not Md
42
Married
Children
222
None
60
Children
**Finaid
125
Yes
No
158
*Attend
270
Day
11
Evening
Commute
Less 5-miles 65
Over 5 mile 214
Work
Less 20-hrs 204
More 20-hrs 77
Resid
120
On own
Parents
161
**Fac
141
None
63
Less % hr
76
Over % hr
Students
70
None
Less % hr
33
178
Over % hr
Emotional Support
*Parents
Very posit 187
Somewhat p 42
Neutral
19
Somewhat n
5
Very neg
0
Does not app11
Missing
19

Persister
N
%

Nonpersister
N
%

85.1
14.9

203
37

84.9
88.1

36
5

15.1
11.9

78.7
21.3

188
53

84.7
88.3

34
7

15.3
11. 7

44.2
55.8

116
126

92.8
79.7

9
32

7.2
20.3

96.1
3.9

234
6

86.7
54.5

36
5

13.3
45.5

23.3
76.7

55
183

84.6
85.5

10
31

15.4
14.5

72.6
27.4

178
62

87.3
80.5

26
15

12.7
19.5

42.7
57.3

98
142

81.7
88.2

22
19

18.3
11.8

50.4
22.5
27.1

III

58
70

78.7
92.1
92.1

30
5
6

21.3
7.9
7.9

24.9
11. 7
63.3

57
29
154

81.4
87.9
86.5

13
4
24

18.6
12.1
. 13.5

66.1
14.8
6.7
1.8
00.0
3.9
6.7

169 90.4
33 78.6
14 73.7
5 100.0
0 00.0
5 45.5
16 84.2

18
9
5
0
0
6
3

9.6
21.4
26.3
00.0
00.0
54.5
15.8

*(.05 **<. 01 (See Table XIV for X~ value)
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FREQUENCIES OF BACKGROUND AND
ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics

Total
N
%

Spouse/Partner
Very posit 64
Somewhat p 11
Neutral
9
Somewhat n
3
Very neg
0
Does not app 0
Missing
54
Kids
Very posit 30
Somewhat p 13
Neutral
9
2
Somewhat n
1
Very neg
Does not app 0
Missing
70
Employer
Very posit 65
Somewhat p 34
Neutral
38
Somewhat n
7
2
Very neg
Does not app 0
Missing
50
**Friends
Very posit 148
Somewhat p 48
Neutral
53
Somewhat n
5
1
Very neg
Does not app 0
Missing
19

*<.05 **<. 01

Persister
N
%

Nonpersister
N
%

45.4
7.8
6.4
2.1
00.0
00.0
38.3

56 87.5
10 90.9
7 77.8
3 100.0
0 00.0
0 00.0
42 77.8

8
1
2
0
0
0
12

12.5
9.1
22.2
00.0
00.0
00.0
22.2

24.0
10.4
7.2
1.6
.8
00.0
56.0

25 83.3
13 100.0
8 88.9
2 100.0
1 100.0
0 00.0
55 78.6

5
0
1
0
0
0
15

16.7
00.0
11.1
00.0
00.0
00.0
21.4

33.2
17.3
19.4
3.6
1.0
00.0
25.5

59
29
32
5
1
0
40

90.8
85.3
84.2
71.4
50.0
00.0
80.0

6
5
6
2
1
0
10

9.2
14.7
15.8
28.6
50.0
00.0
20.0

54.0
17.5
19.3
1.8
.4
00.0
6.9

136
38
43
3
0
0
14

91.9
79.2
81.1
60.0
00.0
00.0
73.7

12
10
10
2
1
0
5

8.1
20.8
18.9
40.0
100.0
00.0
26.3

(See Table XV for F ratio)
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TABLE XIII
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STUDENT BACKGROUND
AND PERSISTENCE AND NONPERSISTENCE
X2

df.

Significance

Age

4.001

3

(N.S)

Gender

5.128

1

.0235

Ethnic

.000

1

(N. S.)

21. 950

2

.0000

Reason

2.494

2

(N'. S. )

Terms

6.246

1

.0124

Educ

10.385

2

.0056

Prior

1.274

2

(N. S. )

HSGPA

.542

2

(N. S. )

CGPA

1.184

2

(N. S. )

P1test

3.889

1

.0486

Major

19.831

2

.0000

Mom

2.739

2

(N. S.)

Dad

18.056

2

.0001

Spouse

.290

2

(N. S. )

HSprog

4.989

2

(N. S. )

Advis

8.009

1

.0047

.528

1

(N. S. )

Characteristic

Goal

Orient
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TABLE XIV
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STUDENT ENVIRONMENT
AND PERSISTENCE AND NONPERSISTENCE
X2

df.

Significance

Marital

.089

1

(N. S. )

Children

.255

1

(N. S. )

Finaid

8.573

1

.0034

Attend

6.363

1

.0117

.000

1

(N.S.)

Work

1.530

1

(N. S. )

Resid

1.859

1

(N. S. )

10.000

2

.0067

1.227

2

(N. S. )

Characteristic

Commute

Fac
Students
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TABLE XV
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STUDENT ENVIRONMENT
AND PERSISTENCE AND NONPERSISTENCE

Source of
variable

Mean

SD

F Ratio

F Prob

Emotional Support
Parents
Persisters

1. 9463

2.1034

Nonpersisters

2.7805

2.4547

Persisters

4.1271

3.6970

Nonpersisters

5.3913

3.8933

Persisters

5.6058

3.6773

Nonpersisters

6.8095

3.5724

Persisters

3.6024

3.1659

Nonpersisters

4.5667

3.3289

Persisters

2.0470

1. 9395

Nonpersisters

3.0000

2.5013

5.244

.0228

2.213

(N. S. )

1.890

(N. S. )

2.320

(N. S. )

7.531

.0065

Spouse/partner

Kids

Employer

Friends
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The F-ratios were inspected at this stage of the
analysis.

Statistically significant differences were found

for the following social and academic integration variables:
Is there a statistically significant difference between
persistence and nonpersistence and students' social and
academic integration into a community college?
Social integration variables
Peer-group interaction questions 3 and 4.

Persisters

were more likely than nonpersisters to have had positive
influences on their personal growth, attitudes and values
through interpersonal relationships with other students,
F(l, 274)

= 5.73,

~<.05;

as well as positive influences on

their intellectual growth and interest in ideas, F(l, 278)
6.04,

=

~<.05.

Interaction with faculty question 10.

Persisters were

more likely than nonpersisters to have had nonclassroom
interaction with faculty which had a positive influence on
their career goals, F(l, 271) = 8.20,

~<.Ol.

Academic integration variables
Academic and intellectual development question 20.
Persisters were more satisfied with their academic
experience at Clackamas than nonpersisters, F(l, 276) =
5.40,

~<.05.

Institutional and goal commitment questions 25, 26, 27,
28, 30.

Analysis of variance indicated a statistically

significant difference between persisters and nonpersisters
and goal commitment.

Persisters were more likely to point
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out the importance of graduating from college than
nonpersisters, F(l, 277)

= 6.98,R.(.01.

When the importance

of graduating from college was written in the negative,
persisters strongly disagreed, F(l, 274)

= 5.31, R<.05.

Persisters were more likely than nonpersisters to have
stated they made the right decision in choosing Clackamas,
F(l, 277) = 7.48, R(.Ol, and stated they were likely to
register at Clackamas, Winter Term, F(l, 277)

= 50.16,

E.<.001.
Persisters were more likely to disagree than
nonpersisters that getting good grades was not important to
them, F(l, 276) = 17.10, E.(.001.
The variables used for analysis are displ.!iyed in the
following table.

The text of each question can be found

in Appendix A.
TABLE XVI
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
VARIABLES USED FOR ANALYSIS

Source of
variable

Mean

SD

F Ratio

F Prob

Peer-group interaction
Question 1 (Develop personal relationships with students)
Persisters

3.1004

1.2462

Nonpersisters

2.9268

1.2921

.672

(N. S. )
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MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
VARIABLES USED FOR ANALYSIS
Source of
variable

Mean

SD

F Ratio

F Prob

Peer-group interaction (continued)
Question 2 (Friendships personally satisfying)
Persisters

3.4916

1.2282

Nonpersisters

3.3659

1. 2401

.366

(N. S. )

Question 3 (Students influenced personal growth/attitudes)
Persisters

3.2966

1.2225

Nonpersisters

2.800

1.1591

5.726

.0174

Question 4 (Students influenced intellectual growth)
Persisters

3.2510

1.1756

Nonpersisters

2.7561

1.2802

6.042

.0146

Question 5 (Difficult to meet and make friends)
Persisters

2.6485

1. 3635

Nonpersisters

2.8293

1. 4646

.602

(N. S. )

Question 6 (Students willing to listen and help)
Persisters

2.6891

1.1889

Nonpersisters

2.3659

1. 2401

2·.553

(N.S.)

Question 7 (Students' values different from own)
Persisters

2.9706

1. 0729

Nonpersisters

3.0244

1.1723

.086

(N. S. )

Nonclassroom interactions with faculty
Question 8 (Positive influence on personal growth)
Persisters

3.1373

1.1589

.107

(N. S. )
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MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
VARIABLES USED FOR ANALYSIS
Source of
variable

Mean

SD

F Ratio

F Prob

Interactions with faculty (continued)
Nonpersisters

3.0732

1.1487

Question 9 (Positive influence on intellectual growth)
Persisters

3.2017

1.1286

Nonpersisters

3.0500

1.1536

.613

(N. S.)

Question 10 (Positive influence on career goals)
Persisters

3.1974

1. 0925

Nonpersisters

2.6500

1.2517

8.202

.0045

Question 11 (Relationship with at least one faculty member)
Persisters

2.3277

1.2906

Nonpersisters

2.3659

1.3371

.030

(N. S. )

Question 12 (Satisfied with informal faculty interaction)
Persisters

3.4874

1.1052

Nonpersisters

3.5366

1. 0511

.070

(N. S. )

Faculty concern for student development and
teaching
Question 13 (Few faculty members interested in students)
Persisters

2.6793

1.3271

Nonpersisters

2.6750

1.2687

.000

(N. S. )

Question 14 (Few faculty members outstanding teachers)
Persisters

2.8950

1. 2365

Nonpersisters

3.0488

1.1608

.551

(N. S. )
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MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
VARIABLES USED FOR ANALYSIS

Source of
variable

Mean

SD

F Ratio

F Prob

Faculty concern (continued)
Question 15 (Few faculty spend time outside of class)
Persisters

2.7669

1.3082

Nonpersisters

2.9500

1.2598

.677

(N. S. )

Question 16 (Most faculty interested in helping students
grow in more than just academic areas)
Persisters

3.6946

.9498

Nonpersisters

3.7250

.9055

.036

(N. S. )

1.371

(N. S. )

Question 17 (Faculty interested in teaching)
Persisters

4.1506

.8759

Nonpersisters

3.9750

.8912

Academic and intellectual development
Question 18 (Satisfied with intellectual development)
Persisters

3.8613

.9946

Nonpersisters

3.7692

1. 0873

.280

(N.S.)

Question 19 (Academic experience influeced intellectual
growth)
Persisters

3.9496

.9218

Nonpersisters

3.7949

1.0047

.920

(N. S . )

Question 20 (Satisfied with academic experience)
Persisters

3.9833

.9569

Nonpersisters

3.5897

1.1173

5.400

.0209
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MEANS MoT}) STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
VARIABLES USED FOR ANALYSIS

Source of
variable

Mean

SD

F Ratio

F Prob

Academic and intellectual development
(continued)
Question 21 (Few courses intellectually stimulating)
Persisters

2.6737

1.2580

Nonpersisters

2.9231

1.2223

1.325

(N. S.)

Question 22 (Interest in intellectual matters increased)
Persisters

3.6597

1. 0422

Nonpersisters

3.4359

.9946

1.564

(N. S. )

Question 23 (Likely to attend cultural events now)
Persisters

2.7143

1. 3065

Nonpersisters

2.4872

1. 2539

1.024

(N. S.)

Question 24 (Performed academically as well as anticipated)
Persisters

3.3291

1.1130

Nonpersisters

3.3333

1.1317

.001

(N. S. )

Institutional and goal commitments
Question 25 (Important for me to graduate from college)
Persisters

4.7657

.6111

Nonpersisters

4.4750

.8161

6.983

.0087

7.480

.0066

Question 26 (Confident in school choice)
Persisters

4.4393

.8523

Nonpersisters

4.0250

1.0739
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MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
VARIABLES USED FOR ANALYSIS

Source of
variable

Mean

SD

F Ratio

F Prob

Institutional and goal commitment
(continued)
Question 27 (Likely that I will register again winter term)
Persisters

4.7741

.7328

Nonpersisters

3.6750

1.6075

50.159

.0000

Question 28 (Not important to graduate from Clackamas)
Persisters

1.7939

1.2948

Nonpersisters

2.3000

1. 3996

5.307

.0220

Question 29 (I have no idea at all what I want to major in)
Persisters

1.8824

1.3418

Nonpersisters

2.1750

1. 4122

1.605

(N. S. )

Question 30 (Getting good grades is not important to me)
Persisters

1. 2899

.8394

Nonpersisters

1.9500

1. 3765

17.096

.0000

Is there a statistically significant difference between
persistence and nonpersistence and students' satisfaction
with services?
Analysis of variance was used to test for significant
differences between the dependent variable persistence and
nonpersistence and the 50 college service and environment
variables.

No significant differences were found;
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therefore, proceeding with further analysis of the variables
was unjustified.
Among new full-time students who attend a community college,
whic of the social and academic integration factors or
combination of factors can best account for being a
persister or nonpersister?
Using the five factors derived from the 30-item
instrument of Pascarella and Terenzini (1980), further
analysis was used to determine whether a measure of social
and academic integration would significantly discriminate
between persisters and nonpersisters.
Analysis of variance was used on the five factors to
see if they were judged adequate for discriminate analysis.
No significant differences (See Table XVII) were found
between the dependent variable persistence and
nonpersistence and the following social and academic
factors:

peer-group interaction, interaction with faculty,

faculty concern for student development and teaching, and
academic and intellectual development.
Five of the six items of the institutional and goal
commitment factor showed statistical significance.
Therefore, when grouped together the factor revealed that
persisters were more likely to have institutional and goal
commitments, F(l, 274) = 27.09, E(.OOl, than nonpersisters.
The variables used for analysis are displayed in the
following table.
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TABLE XVII
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
VARIABLES USED FOR ANALYSIS

Source of
variable

Mean

SD

Persisters

22.9313

5.6929

Nonpersisters

21.5750

6.1556

F Ratio

F Prob

1.892

(N. S. )

.689

(N. S. )

.757

(N. S. )

2.504

(N. S. )

27.091

.0000

Peer-group interaction

Interaction with faculty
Persisters

15.3478

4.3645

Nonpersisters

14.7250

4.4663

Faculty concern for student development
Persisters

17.4979

3.7180

Nonpersisters

16.9487

3.2114

Academic and intellectual development
Persisters

24.8658

4.8431

Nonpersisters

23.5263

4.7859

Institutional and goal commitment
Persisters

27.0254

3.4934

Nonpersisters

23.7500

4.6506
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Finally, discriminant analysis was used to study the
differences between persisters and nonpersisters with
respect to several variables simultaneously.
The discriminant function had a canonical correlation
with group membership of .29 and yielded an approximate
chi-square value of 21.06 with five degrees of freedom
(p<.OOl).

The chi-square results showed group differences

that were significantly different before the derivation of
any discriminant function.

These results also indicate that

the first function would be statistically significant.
Although the variables significantly discriminated the
persister and nonpersister groups, the modest canonical
correlation (.29) between the interaction categories and
group membership suggest that there is also considerable
group overlap.
The standardized canonical discriminant function
coefficient indicated the relative contribution of each
variable to the function.

The larger the magnitude, the

greater is that variable's contribution.

The coefficients

were examined (See Table XVIII) to discover the relative
contribution of each of the five scales that comprise the
integration variable set to the discriminant function.
Institutional and goal commitment focusing on educational
goals contributed the most to group discrimination.
followed by faculty concern for student development,

It was
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interaction with faculty, peer-group interaction, and
academic and intellectual development.
TABLE XVIII
STANDARDIZED CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT
FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS
Variable

Function 1

Institutional and goal
commitment

1. 07524

Faculty concern for student
development and teaching

.09092

Interaction with faculty

.08241

Peer-group interaction

-.13446

Academic and intellectual
development

-.19915

Pooled-within-group correlation between discriminating
variables and canonical discriminant functions was
calculated to observe how the function is related to the
variables within the groups.

The variables ordered by size

of correlation within the function are shown in Table XIX.
Again, institutional and goal commitment marked the largest
contribution to the discriminate function.
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TABLE XIX
POOLED-WITHIN-GROUP
STRUCTURE MATRIX
Function I

Variable
Institutional and goal
commitment

.97667

Academic and intellectual
development

.28465

Faculty concern for student
development and teaching

.16732

Peer-group interaction

.15904

Interaction with faculty

.15418

Another use of discriminant analysis is the
classification analysis.

Classification as defined by

Klecka (1980) "is a separate activity in which either the
discriminating variables or the canonical discriminant
functions are used to predict the group to which a case most
likely belongs" (p. 42).

For all groups, the prior

probability of correct classification was set at .50.
Correct classification was 73.8% when the function was
applied to the cross-validation sample.

Such classification

results suggest reasonable discriminating power and
stability in the function.
classification results.

Table XX shows the
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TABLE XX

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
Predicted Group Membership
Actual Group
Membership

No. of
Cases

Group 1
Persisters

215

163
75.8%

52
24.2%

37

14
37.8%

23
62.2%

Group 2
Nonpersisters

1

2

Percent of "grouped" cases correctly classified:

73.8%

The next chapter will provide a discussion of the
findings, conclusions and recommendations for future
research.

CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
An investigation into the differences between
background and environmental characteristics, social
integration, academic integration, and satisfaction with
service and persistence and nonpersistence at a community
college was the focus of this study.

A discussion of the

findings will be presented in the context of the following
major research question:

Within a community coll,ege, what

differentiates new full-time students who leave and those
who stay?

Do factors identified in previous studies which

helped to explain persistence and nonpersistence in
four-year colleges and universities and those colleges that
serve large numbers of residential students hold the same
power for explaining this phenomenon in community colleges?
Conclusions and recommendations for future research will
also be discussed.

DISCUSSION
Several student background and environmental
characteristics, social, and academic items which help to
explain a student's persistence at four-year colleges and
universities hold the same power for explaining the
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phenomenon in a community college.

A discussion of these

factors follow:
Studies by Spady (1970), Bean (1980) and Pascarella et
al. (1983) have found gender to interact substantially with
other predictor variables.

This study found that women in

a community college were more likely to persist than men.
Gender differences in attrition can be related to such
differences as motivation, socioeconomic level and marital
status.

Because men and women have distinctive roles

outside of college which affect their enrollment decisions,
the type of institution did not seem to be of consequence.
Tinto (1987) stated:
The most common •.. are those who enter college
seeking to gain additional skills, learn a
specific content area, and/or acquire an
additional number of course credits. Not
infrequently such limited forms of educational
participation are associated with occupation needs'
or demands (p. 41).
This may be why students in this study with a high
school dipl.oma or less were more likely to persist than
those with prior college.

Students with prior college may

have completed degree requirements available through the
community college and were seeking additional skills in an
ever changing occupational market while those with a high
school diploma or less were beginning their programs of
study.
Studies by Pantages and Creedon (1978, Lenning et a1.
(1980), and Spady (1970) concluded that students degree
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of certainty about their academic majors were positively
related to persistence in college.

My research also found

that community college students declaring a transfer major
were more likely to persist than those declaring a
nontransfer or general studies or other major.
Studies of four-year institutions by Panos and
Astin (1968) and Astin (1975) revealed a positive
relationship between parents' education and persistence.
Parents' levels of formal education were among the most
powerful predictors of student persistence among the many
socioeconomic status variables.

This study also found that

fathers of persisters were more likely to have completed
high school than fathers of nonpersisters.
Academic advising sessions in which students take
placement tests is an important component of any retention
program at a community college.

One of the key factors of

advising is the placement test in writing, in reading, and
in math.

If students are placed in courses in which they

have an opportunity to succeed, there will be a greater
chance of persistence.

It is known that students placed in

classes beyond their abilities leads to frustration,
dissatisfaction, disappointment, and eventually withdrawal.
Tinto (1987) noted in his review of the literature " ••• that
students were more likely to withdraw when they perceived
too great a decrease in academic performance" (p. 55).
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This study found that persisters were more likely to have
attended the advising sessions than nonpersisters.
Researchers have noted that finances are an important
reason for leaving (Lenning et aI, 1980; Bean, 1982; Noel
et al., 1985; Alfred, 1972).

Tinto (1987) stated that

finances play an important role in the process of
withdrawal.

This study also found that students with

financial aid were more likely to persist.
Theory has long suggested that emotional support or
parental encouragement toward a student's college attendance
was positively related to student persistence in college
(Spady, 1970; Tinto, 1975; Lenning et al., 1980).

MacMillan

(1970) found the variable to be significant in
discriminating between persisters and nonpersisters who were
full-time students at 23 community colleges.

My research

also indicated that persisters were more likely to have
emotional support from parents than nonpersisters were.
Spady (1970), Tinto (1975), and Lenning et al. (1980)
theorized that students' close friends exerted emotional
support to persist.

My research indicated that the

emotional support of friends was more important among
persisters than nonpersisters.
Persisters were more likely than nonpersisters to have
reported positive influences on their personal growth,
attitudes and values, intellectual growth, and interest in
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ideas through interpersonal relationships with other
students.

Similar conclusions were drawn through extensive

research on the effects of student-student contact (Tinto,
1975; Terenzini and Pascarella, 1977; Pascarella and
Terenzini, 1977; Pascarella and Terenzini, 1983).

The

degree and quality of interaction with others on campus are
necessary elements in the process of persistence as they
provide the personal bonds that are the basis for
membership into the community.
Pascarella and Terenzini (1977) provided additional
evidence to support Tinto's model that the frequency of
interaction with faculty by students affects student
retention and persistence.

This study has shown that

persisters were more likely to spend more than one-half
hour interacting with faculty outside of class while
nonpersisters were more likely to spend less than one-half
hour.

Persisters were also more likely than nonpersisters

to have had nonclassroom interaction with faculty which had
a positive influence on their career goals.

Pascarella and

Terenzini (1979) reported the following implications
from their study:
Various measures of the frequency and quality of
student-faculty relationships made significant
contributions to the prediction of male and female
persistence with the influence of twelve entering
characteristics and five other measures of social
and academic integration held constant. Extent of
influence in anyone dimension of student-faculty
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relationships, however, generally depended upon
student background characteristics, commitment to
graduation and level of integration in other
areas •
••• measures of student-faculty relationships as
frequency of informal contacts to discuss career
concerns •••• may provide interpersonal links with
important adults in the institution which may
compensate for the influence of an initially low
commitment to the goal of graduation or the
relative absence of parental role models (p. 209).
Voorhees (1987) found that intention to return
interacted significantly with community college persistence.
Lenning (1982) stated:
Intention upon entrance to drop out (for
example, students' expectations that they will
dislike college and leave) suggests more
likelihood of withdrawal, while a firm and
concrete intention to persist suggests less
likelihood to withdraw (p. 38).
My research revealed that students with long-term
educational goals who intend to stay at the community
college for at least three terms were more likely to
persist.

Students who felt graduating from college was

important were also more likely to be persisters.
Persisters were also more likely than nonpersisters to
indicate they had made the right decision in choosing the
community college.

They also stated they were more likely

to register the following term.
Getzlaf, Sedlacke, Kearney, and Blackwell (1984) found
that students were more likely to withdraw when they
perceived too great a decrease in academic performance.

My
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research found persisters more likely to point out the
importance of getting good grades.
Pantages and Creedon (1978) stated that "the quality
of the relationship between a student and her or his
professors is of crucial importance in determining
satisfaction with the institution" (p. 79).

Bean (1980)

also reported that a positive relationship existed between
a person who is satisfied with his/her role as a student
and university student persistence.

Persisters in this

study were more satisfied with their academic experience
than nonpersisters.
Voorhees (1987) stated that " •.• genera1 satisfaction
with the institution is an important topic among community
college administrators" (p. 127).

However, his research

concluded that satisf8.ction was relatively unimportant in
community college persistence decisions.

The results of

this study also indicated that no significant difference was
found between persisters and nonpersisters and satisfaction
with services.
When looking at satisfaction, it is important to note
again Hoyt's third assumptiou that s.atisfaction arises from
two sources:

a sense of progress in reaching personal goals

and a sense of comfort with the environments.

Satisfaction

with academic experiences becomes a part of academic
integration while satisfaction with services is part of the
student-environment fit.
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Tinto (1987) defined institutional and goal commitment:
Goal commitment refers to a person's commitment
to the educational and occupational goals one
holds for oneself. Institutional commitment
refers to the person's commitment to the
institution in which he/she is enrolled. It
indicates the degree to which one is willing to
work toward the attainment of one's goals within a
given higher educational institution.
Pascarella and Chapman (1983), in tracing
persistence/withdrawal of two-year college freshmen for one
year, found that institutional commitment played a
significant role in persistence.

Pascarella and Terenzini

(1980) and Terenzini et ale (1981) in studies of large
independent universities found that the largest single
contributor in group discrimination was the institutional
and goal commitment scale.
Pascarella et ale (1983) in testing and
reconceptualizing Tinto's theoretical model of colleJe
withdrawal in a non-residential university found that
institutional commitment was not totally consistent with
Tinto's theoretical expectations.
Pascarella et ale (1983) stated:
Entering commitment to the institution had a
direct influence on academic integration rather
than on social integration; and academic
integration, rather than social integration, had a
direct effect on subsequent institutional
commitment. Thus it would appear that in
non-residential institutions commitment to the
institution at the end of the freshman year is
defined largely by successful and personally
satisfying interactions with the academic rather
than the social systems of the institution.
Neither institutional nor goal commitment measured
at the end of the freshman year, however, had a
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significant direct influence on persistence!
withdrawal behavior; although each had a positive
zero-order correlation with persistence (p. 95).
Pascarella et ale (1983) surmised that " ••• social
L~tegration

may be somewhat of a liability in that it

precipitates rising expectation for social interaction which
the (sic) non-residential environment may not be able to
adequately satisfy" (p. 97).

An additional finding of the study confirmed that,
relative to the effects of the college environment,
pre-college characteristics (e.g., sex, academic apt'itude)
may have a stronger direct influence on persistence in
commuter institutions than in residential institutions.
Voorhees (1987) and this study also confirmed these
findings.
Of the five factors (peer-group interaction,
interaction with faculty, faculty concern for student
development and teaching, academic and intellectual
development, and institutional and goal commitment) derived
from the 30-item instrument used for this study,
institutional and goal commitment showed statistical
significance (E(.OOl) between persistence and
nonpersistence.
Further analysis was then conducted to determine
whether a measure of social and academic integration would
significantly discriminate between persisters and
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nonpersisters.

Again, institutional and goal commitment

contributed the most to group discrimination.
This study has identified specific background,
environmental and social and academic integration factors
related to persistence and nonpersistence in a community
college.

The combination of knowledge gained from this

research plus the review of the literature leads us to the
conclusions.
CONCLUSIONS
Several conclusions can be derived from this study.
First, this study found statistically significant
differences between persistence and nonpersistence and
several community college students' background and
environmental characteristics.
Second, this study found statistically significant
differences between persistence and nonpersistence and
students' social and academic integration into a community
college.
Third, this study found no statistically significant
difference between persistence and nonpersistence and
community college students' satisfaction with services.
Fourth, this study found that among new full-time
students who attend a community college, institutional and
goal commitment contributed the most to group discrimination
between persisters and nonpersisters.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Future studies of community college persistence should
include the following research agenda:
Academic Integration Focus
This study suggests that among new full-time students
in a community college, academic integration may be more
important than social integration.

This is contrary to the

belief that campus social life is the key to the retention
of students.

Therefore, further research should continue to

focus on academic integration with special attention given
to institutional and goal commitment variables.
Cross-sectional Research Design
A research design which fits the needs of the
institution should be identified.

Time, cost and expertise

of the research must be taken into consideration.

The

cross-sectional design should be used for the one-time
collection of data from currently enrolled students.

It is

best to collect the data near the end of the semester or
academic year while the students are on campus.

The end of

the semester or academic year will allow the students to
familiarize themselves with campus life.

To guarantee

immediate response, questionnaires should be distributed and
collected during class time.
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Defined Subgroups
This study included only the subgroup new full-time
students to investigate persistence and nonpersistence.
Further research of defined subgroups (e.g. men or women,
part-time versus full-time, older versus younger) in a
community college could be conducted using the social and
academic integration instrument such as the one designed by
Pascarella and Terenzini (1980).
Multi-institutional Studies
Multi-institutional studies of community colleges are
needed for analyses of large groups (e.g. four-year versus
two-year, commuter versus residential, intercity versus
suburban).

Studies of this kind would help validate the

generalizability.of findings to different kinds of
institutions.

The data obtained would further enhance the

body of knowledge that has been gathered and help provide a
framework for making recommendations for policy and
practice.

Again, the social and academic integration

instrument designed by Pascarella and Terenzini (1980) could
be used for these studies.
Institutional and Goal Commitment
Pascarella and Terenzini, in developing their
questionnaire, constructed six questions which they judged
to be adequately tapping the dimension of institutional and
goal commitment in Tinto's model.

The questions were not
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goal specific; therefore, in future research additional
questions may need to be added.

The more specific questions

(e.g., I plan to major in accounting) could give
practitioners a clearer picture of a student's short-term
goals.

These short-term goals may also be what motivates a

student to stay in school rather than only the long-term
goals.

If this is true, then the global questions asked in

the institutional and goal commitment section of the
questionnaire (e.g., It is important for me to graduate from
college) may not be the only questions to be asked when
conducting a study.

Therefore, instrument development may

be a focal pOint of future research.
Lastly as institutional and goal commitment contributed
the most to group discrimination, future research needs to
determine the value of including the other four factors
in the predictive statistical computations.
IMPLICATIONS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION PRACTICES
Student persistence at four-year colleges and
universities has long been of interest to researchers.
During the 60s and 70s, most research had been
atheoretical.

The studies and research conducted during

that time made it difficult to formulate generalizations.
In 1975 Tinto explained Spady's work and developed a
major theoretical conceptualization of the student
persistence and. withdrawal process.

This model, which has
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also been the focus of substantial research, has made a
valuable contribution to the understanding of the
longitudinal process of persistence and withdrawal
behaviors in higher education.

Research focusing on the

model has supported Tinto's notion of the personenvironment fit.

However, researchers have 'been unable to

replicate findings between institutions (Pascarella and
Terenzini, 1977, 1980; Terenzini, Lorang, & Pascarella,
1981; Pascarella and Terenzini, 1983).

Thus the factors

shown to influence persistence may not be applicable for
all institutions.

If this is the case, research need be

conducted to understand the dynamics of student persistence
and nonpersistence unique to each institution.
Administrators can then take action which will ensure the
development of effective institutional and goal commitment
strategies.
Specific institutional and goal commitment strategies
to ensure student persistence should be implemented.

Those

strategies to consider are:
1.

During new student orientation the student should

identify a clear statement of an educational goal.

After

the goal has been identified, educational planning should
take place to help the student meet his/her goal.
2.

An assessment of the student's reading and writing

skills should be taken to show the student if he/she is
ready to begin course work designed to reach his/her
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educational goal or whether developmental classes should be
taken to upgrade these skills.
3.

Registration should ensure that the goals of the

students are recorded on a database which can be used for
follow-up and advising of students.
4.

Follow-up letters containing relevant information

pertaining to his/her goal will help the student in the
educational planning process.
5.

The database will help the student's advisor keep

abreast of the match between student's transcript and stated
goal.
6.

Departments within the institution should conduct

graduate outcome studies to present to students who are
undecided.

Not only are these studies inspirational to

students who are in the program, in addition these studies
also will give student feedback to the institution.
7.

Departments within the institutions should work

together because of the crossover of skills and students.
The collegial effort will help the student in his/her
educational planning which will have a direct effect on the
student's ability to reach his/her goal.
Even though institutional and goal commitment may not
contribute the most to group discrimination between
persistence and nonpersistence of students in every college
and university, institutional and goal commitment should be
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the responsibility of all members of the institution.

As

Tinto (1987) stated:
••• institutiona1 commitment is the commitment
on the part of each and every member of the
institution for the welfare, the social and
intellectual growth, of all members of the
institution. It is a commitment to the notion
of education broadly understood which is not
limited by either time or. place (p. 190).
Educators must accomplish student retention goals by
assessing students' potential, preparedness, and progress in
order to provide the guidance and direction that will
improve the students' chances of achieving their goals.
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ezpeded 10 CCII'IIInue
West Unn Is Mrv.d bV Slate
HIghway 43 and 1·205 1bIs
gIVe5 tie CIty good access
to em~nt. shoppng.

low cly laZes

'!ber. or. iImIIed
CClI1IIMI'CICZI and IIldusInal
C)pI)OnunIIIeS 11'1 Well lmn
due 10 IIznI1ed amounIs or
CClM)eI'ClCZl and IndusIJ1a1
land. bIIIlher. or.
1hoIe SIIes Ih:II or.

WIth a pcpuIaIIc:rI Q( 9.570.

dlrec:tJy Mrv.d t:r( SIa!e
Highway Q9£ and 1·2QS
Gladstone oGers lUll publJe

.rw:es and has a law CITy
laX rate 11 has a

ClIenIItW

.,~ oIh1g~ CITy

water WIIh !he !'Kenl
complellon 01 the In<1tles
are mel lor the neZl '-nty

II'IdustnaI and cornmeroaJ
oppoft\lNtleS n bas one ~

RellcSeID or. J)CIJIICUIarIy

P'C'Id Q( t.lr1Choclll and
tnendJy tmalllOWn

aIIrlCIptIer.
GIadslarw aCClr'lftranUy
IacaIed IICI1b 0( 0Iwg0n
QIy en !he ~ 0( the
WUIazneIIe and O:Jawloas
Rrwrs GIadIIone's b::aton
cGers ezcelillnl aa::.5 to

CanbJ.

1M MCO
oldest
commUnIty In 1M Slale. II
em exeepClana! place 10r
ii<Julg or Icca1Ing a

~ In Cant:r( you can
!lYe 11'1 an alllaCUYe.

estabbshed. smaJllcwn

surrcunded t:r( prune
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~landand

CUWCI oc:c-. to 1-5

F\IIlIUbcn _Mal

remmn WIUIIn -=If
commUllng ~ allhe
urtxm area
aIItadIV'e

Nt easy c:ommUle 10 the

High qucllllY servacs
lrIduIInal and
ccmmercallltes

n.

.mng lias been
~rec1

tIV adWrs as

Canby hal moreltlan
~ 11\ SIZ8 ance 1910

grcwIn; tram a popuIaIIon
al3.81310 7.83511\ 1981
CcntIV IIlcca1ed IIw males
IOUdI aI Oregon Qry on
Hlgtlway 99£ and II WlIIIIn
IIw m&IeI alIoS and !he
gI'QWVIg eft\I)IoymInI
cenler III WIIIorMIIe

canby caers a number of
other adVanIcgII

InCluding
Some oIlh1lcwes1
elec:trteal ratllS 11\ Ille
region. (D NCeIV'eS Jaw.
COlI BPAeledncty.
bec:cNIe II has a putlIIc:Iy
awned p.aI)IIc UIIlIty

c:IIstnct )
Less ezpellSlft
lelep/lcne rata
FuIlIUbcn _l'1li*
A low C?ty leD rate
Se,.,.r and warer
capaOIy IS adequalelor
\he nem 20 yealS.

Canby IS also prepcmtd 10
attract business and
Industry They have an
ac:ttY8 economIC
developmenl c:ommInee
and have dngnaled
severaJ hundred Qc:ntS lor
Industnal development In
\heir comprehensrve plan

WWSlem pomona or

Oac:tamas and
WQI/wIg1on Counlles
Nt aft1aC:UYe seiling
1(11() QCNS aI pnme
vac:anI ~ land
A wry lew CIIV lOX rate

Nt exeUentllre
IIIIWanCe lUlIng

AaIJ.MCe
IndUIIncIl parks
A J)CllIIw Clllllude
IGIoIaJ'd econolNC
cs.veJopmenl

n - cme!S wtlI connnue
10 attrad business and
Industry 10 WUsonYllle. and
rapid popuIaIIon growth IS
aIIoe~ ~ 1970.
WUsonvIIJe's pCII)UIaISon hal
more ItIan quadrupled.
gI'CWUIg II'om I.OCR In 1970
10 4.180 In 1986 Much of
this growth 0CC\IJftd III
~aJcuge

uppeNnlCidJe InCome
planned <Sewtlopmenl
-~Ie With a 27·hoIe
goII coune Growth has
also occurred In attraClMt
Sites aJonq \he W\IIamene
RIver and Ihroughoullhe
City WIIsorMl1e WID be one
ollhe t:IsIesI growIl\Q C1IIes
In !be regIOn lor \he
remainder 0I1l115 century

Sandy

oIIe" a place 10 11ve. work.
and pJay Localed on tJ S
·Highway 26111 \he eastem
poI1IOrI 01 \he WUlamene
Ioc:ated 11\ \lie WVSIem
J)Oruon aI\he Ccun!y along Valley and \he northem
pari aI CIac:kmns County.
1·5. has been IJICOrpOrated
less \han 2O.,.ars. ,.1 has
Sandy pJOIIIdes a numtler
become one CC !be majOr
oIlcca11onal actvantages
employment cenl." In 1M
1ncIudIno'
r.g\on. It IS \he onJy Oly III
\he County \hat has more
UnpaJal1eled access 10
lObs than population.
a:ung and rec:reatlonal
W11sorMlle lias attracted
acIIVIIes on MI Hood
several d1sIJWuIIon cenle".
Good oecess 10 !he large
bi-Iech lInN. c:crpora!e
IUbcn popWaIIon In East
headqual'lers. suburtIan
MuIInoInah County
bulld1ngs. a InCI)Or
M altJac1I ... growing.
boIeL and many smaU

Wilsonville.

casc.

businessesSome allhe czsse1S whic:h
have allracted !Inns 10
W11sonYIDe lJlClude

IIDalIlOWn.
M ac:IMt Economic:
Developnenl
CoInmmIon

Nt elCepaonally na1Ural
IetIIn; overloolang the
SandyRlftr
Sandys advantages have
-a.cs 11\ suI:IIIcmbcII
grawIh snce 1970 lis
populcDon has UICI'eaMd
1~!rom 150C4 11\ 1910 to
3.!60 11\ 1986 Sandy has

abo ~ed""raI new
~and a number
CIIIndullnaIIlrms III lis ~
IndUllnc1l parD lhere cu.
SIIlJ .-veral Slles cm:uJable
In the ltIduSInaJ parb. and
SI.IbIIanllCll addlttonalland
adlaCenllO U.s HIghway
2611 planned ler lndusInaJ

1M

Estacada

cGers uruque oppollUnilles
lOr resIdenIIalltvtng or
JccaIIng a business.
Located on Slale HIghway
211 and !be leerue:
Clackamas Rfwr In !be
eastem pomon allhe
Wlllamene VOlley.
EsIacada olle" small town
JMng aI lis best and IS SUII
WlIhIn 30 mlles allhe
densely populated urban
area IUn'OUl'Idlng Pon1and
Outdoor 1'8aeaII0naJ
ac:IIYIlIes are only l1Unules
away InCI1.IdIng

l'.'aftIng the rapids on \he
CIac:tamas RIver
Salmon. st. .\head. and
trouIlIstung

BoatIng and water siding
on IlIIQfby ....rvc:m

Crc:»country sbng
HIIdng or pac:tpxklng.
Eslacada's IOCOUonaJ
adYanlages lor business
and IJlduIny 1lIChx1e
A Lac:aI Deftlopmenl
Ccrpcra\Jon 10 QSSISI 11\
ec:cncII'IIC devwlopnenl
and prc:Mde tInanciaI
CZISISIanCe
A pubIIcJy awned tul1
_!'VICe Uldustna1 part.

Ample _ r and water
c:apad\y

lAsIezpenllVe IlId\IIInaJ

land
A large labor leree 11\
IUn'OW'IdIng tuI'QJ ar.as
AsmalI1OW'n
~!'!!!

Owr 2m acres alland
plcmnecllOr lnduIInal
1M

Eslacada II being d1tcovered as JndIca1ed by a
~on InCNaM or over
501. cnc. 19'70. WUh a 1986
J)Cp.IIaUon aI 1.970 In lie
CIty and an addillonal
15.000 III swroundInQ tuI'QJ
areas. Eslccada bas
SUlllcenl population 10
suppa" lndUsInal and
c:crnmelCCllexpanslon

Molalla

II an aftrac:IIW town CII
3. ISO popuIc!:!1on lacaIed
15 DIIIes south aI Oi1Igon
Qry on Slale HIghway 211
IIIloca11on provides a=10 boIh !he PorUand and
Salem IUbcn areas

Molalla II swrounded by
Iarms and NI'CIl resldenllal
c:s.v.lopmenl and has
alll'acted many new
I'8Sldents Sl.!lce 1970. Its
J)CC)WaIIonhas ~
55'- Some 01 MoIaIIa-,
assets tnelucleFnendly. smaU lown
WHtyle

F\IIl urban servICes

Good schools
£la:eUenl goll coww
Moderate housmg and

Iandc:CIISIs
MoIaI1a a1so OIIe"
opportunilles ler Ioc:aIIng
busInes5 and IlldusIry It bas
an EcClllOlNC c.v.lopmenl
Ccmmimon. MaJor
aftl'ClCllons 10 I1ldWny
tnclude
AVQl\a.ble. moderately

pnc:ed land.
SUrplus _ r and '-later
capac!y
WlIhIn IIw miles or a
~generaJ

CMaIIon relIeVer a1J'pon
alMuIIno.
A qualify. available
ICIborlorce
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AN EXPANDING
ECONOMY
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15869 s. Wilshire Circle
Oregon City, OR 97045
December 10, 1986

Hr. Hike Vallga
ACT
P.O. Box 168
Iowa City, IA 52243
Dear Hike
This letter is a follow up to our conversation, December 2,
1986, in regard to the ACT withdrawing and student surveys
that I would like to adapt to the research I am conducting
for my dissertation through Portland state University.
Enclosed is a copy of the surveys that I will be using. I
assure you they will only be used for my project and they
will not be reproduced for others.
I am going to survey new students at Clackamas Community
College as to their reasons for withdrawel and level of
satisfaction of persisters and nonpersisters with college
services and environment.
I will be happy to share the results with you after they are
compiled.
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to use the ACT
material.

Jan Stennick
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JauarJ 7. 1'"

J .. !c.Mick
lSf6. i. Villbir. Clrcl.
Or.,aft CiC,. Or.,oo '7045
OIae !a. St.nnick:

,OU

thank 70U for ICn41n, .. dr.ft copl.. of the .ue•• ,.
.r. de. lin loa f~r ya~
~ith ,our clt ••• rtatLon.
Aft.r e.,,1cvlQ1 the docua.nt., 1 ... DO r ••• OG t~t
not yae tile lte. . .nd .cd.. fro. thlt N:T
for.. la tile unaer
lndicu.d.
Th.rafor.,
have ACr', per.LUion to III« tile apacified
ic... fra. the Studeat OpLnion Sut"., .04 the VlthdraVinl/lonr.turnlal Studeat
Surv., 1n ,our propo.ed inltr_nU. .1.... und.rlta'" chac thl. peral .. laft
cov.n onl, the ooe-tlM lIIe of our It.../.ul.. In tile r ..... rell JOU
d•• crlbed.
fhL • •lIceptLon to our cop,rl,hc polici.. La ,r..c.t MUU•• our
laltr •••lIlta did nIJc .nUrd, .et ,our r ....reb Deed. 10 chl. particul.r

,IN
u,
,UU

.UrY.,

,OU

acud,.
lie .. r. pl.... d vlth ,our interest in ACT' • •urv., ,rosra..
Good luck Vith
,our .urve, project.
I loot forw.rd co r.cebiOl • cop, of .&OJ publlc.ciaft
that .. , r.ault fr..- Jour ~ort. If
have an, que.tlon •• r.. l fr.e co ,ive
.. a call at 31~/JJ7-IIOl.

,OU

SLacerel"

Klcba.l J. ValLia
Aa.i.t~nt Dlrector
Inlt1tution.! Servlcel
~ •• arch DLvl.Lon
lIII:jb

2201 ..... Dodge sn.. "0. IIDI
ID.a CIIr. lowe 522'3
131111 337 .1000

1.
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Kar-;h "

UII

Cheryl ar ..nwy
Inc., Publisher.
350 .anao.. Itreet
San rranci.co, CA '4104

~o.sey-"'s

Dear Ka Greenvay
1 a. a doctoral .tudent at Portland .tate University, Portland,
Or_90n. ·1 a. currently vorklnq on .y dissertation and vould lIte
per.lsslon to u~e the 804_ls tbat are discussed In the Nev
Direction. for Institutional a.search lerle., STUDYING STUDENT
ATTRITION, Krnest T. Pascarella, Idltor, Kuaber 36, Dece&ber
1'12, pp 11-33 and p. '3.
The .odel. vlll be only used for dissertation research purposes
and vlll not be copied for any other publication.
Sincerely
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TA8I.E 7
StucMnt Optnlon Surwy 5-ChoIce (Uklft)

Satllfecton IfIImI

n.,..

rata,..

Type of Items

CorreIdon belwNn the
of AtIIf8Ctlon-Niated
IIemI on the two edmlnll"atlon8
of the InItrurMnt

Section II-Satisfaction with College Programs

and Services
Section III-Satisfaction with Various Aspects of
the College Environment

.92

.95

q"o compute .wrage satisfactIOn rati"i'. ~n," ere coded IS fOllows: VfIrY Satisfied

= 5. Satisfied: C.

Neutral'" 3. DIssatIsfied :: 2. Very Dissatisfied :: 1. Average ..tisfactiOn rating for each item IS Simply the mean of
these values for all respondents
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I hereby give my consent to participate in the pilot study of
levels of satisfacticn in college services and environIelt. The purpose
of the pilot study has been explained to me, and I realize that my data
is for ccnsent purposes mly and not for identification. I further
understand that I may withdraw fran this pilot study at any tiDe.

Signature

Date
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CLACIARAS CORRUIII' COLLEGE
lEV SIUO£ll SURVEY
Fill. 1917

SECIIOI I: IACIG.OUIO IIFORRATIOM
Please check JOur response to
7. IllAT IS '0IIl EDUCATlCIW.
(Cheek only one)
each of the following questions:
1. SOCIAL SEDaln . . . .

2.

N;I

[1] 17
(3] 19
[5] 21
[7] 23
(9] 30
[11] 50

or Under [2] 18
[4] 20
(6] 22
to 25
[8] 26 to 29
to 39
(10] 40 to 49
to 61
(12] 62 or Over

3. &E1llE1

(1] Male

[2] fe.ale

4. IACIAL/ETillIC &ROlF

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

Black Non-Hispanic Origin
White Non-Hispanic Origin
Asian or Pacific (slander
Aaer (ndian/Alaskan Native
Hispan ic

5. IIMITM..

(1]
(2]
(3]
(4]
(5]
[6]

6DM.

lake a few Classes
Earn a 6ED'Certificate
Earn a One-Year Certificate
Earn a Two-Year Degree
Earn a four-Year Degree
ltcense/Recertiflcatlon

I. IllAT IS YOIIl IEASCII fCil

AT CLAQAMM?
(Check only one)

E.OlLIE

(1] Get a Job
[2] I.prove C~rrent Job Skills
(3) Get a Better Job
[4] Personal Enrichaent/lnterest
[5] Explore Career Optio~s
[6] Earn Transfer Credlt
[7] I.prove Basic Skills
[8] Sports
[9] Other_ _ _ _ _ _ __

t.

tIEl DO YCIJ ImT flE.IITLY
Amll) ClASSES AT ClAClAMM?

[1] Day
[3] Weekend
[2] Eventng (6 PM or later)

SIAlUS

[1] Single
[2] Married
[3] Separated [4] Divorced
[5] Widowed

10• ..., FAR FRCII CI.ACIAMS

,. IllllER IF IEPEIlJEIIT

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

OIILIIlEI
[0] None

[1] 1

[3] 3

[4] 4 or More

[2] 2

COIIUnTY CCl.LEGE 00 '00
CIIIIJTE?

Less than 1 Mile
1-5 Miles
6-10 Miles
11-20 Miles
Over 20 Mi les

TURN THE PAGE------------)
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11. HOW MIlT TERMS DO '00 PlAi TO

STAY AT CLACAAMAS?
(1] 1 Ter.
[2] 2 Ter.s
[3] 3 Ter.s (1 Year)
[4] 4-6 Ter.s (2 Years)
[5] More Thin 6 Ter.s

15 .•1 HIIiIt SOO1 WEI[ '00

.1 A:
[1] Vocational Progra.
[2] College Preparation Progra.
[3] Other Progra.

16. HIIiIt SOIJCI. ti.P.A.
(C-2.00 1-3.00 A=4.00,

12. Cl£a THE IUlBEI OF HOlItS PER
WEEl Yoo

OJ(

[1] lelow 2.0

[2] 2.0 - 2.5
[1]
[2]
(3]
[4]
[5]

0 or Occasional JObs
1-10 Hours
11-20 Hours
21-31 Hours

[3] 2.6 - 3.0
[4] 3.1 - 3.5
[5] 3.6 or higher

Over 31 Hours

17. f l i . aLLEGE ti.P .A.
(C"2.00 1=3.00 A=4.00,

13. HRE DO YOO LIVE?

[1] Rental Apart.ent/Ro08/House
[2] Home of Parents Qr Relatives
[3] Your Own Ho.e
14. MOUNT OF EDUCATU. fARIlED

IEFORE CtlUNG TO Q.ACXAMAS
(Check only one)
(1] less than High School

[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

Some High School
High School Co-pleted
GED
1 year of College
2 years of College
3 ,ears Of College
4 year College Degree
Graduate Degree

[1] 8elow 2.0
[2] 2.0 - 2.5

[3] 2.6 - 3.0
[4] 3.1 - 3.5
[5]"3.6 or higher
[6] Doesn't apply
11. WICH Of 11£ faLCIIIE ~
mE
'III AS '00 BTERED

f.

Q.ACXMAS CCIIUIITl CaLEGE?
(Check onll one)
[1] Entered Directly fro. HS
[2] Entered After Working
for a Periad of Tl..
(Exclude Su..er WOrk)
[3] Entered Ifter Parenting
[4] Transferred Fro.
Another 2-Year College
[5] Tranferred Fro. a 4-Year
College or Unlvers~ty
[6) Entered After Coapleting
~ilitlr1 Service
[7] Other
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It. £IIUCATlCIW. LEVEL CIF IIIMI:

[1] Less than High School
[2] Sa.e High School
[3] High School Ca.pleted
[4] Soae College
(5) College Oegree
(6) Does Not Apply

24. CUTS(DE IF Q.ASS. HOI MlY IIIIlS
IU lEO DO Iell SPEll) 1lTElACTIE

¥ltH fACII.nl

[1] lone

(2) less than 1/2 hour
[3] 1/2 to 1 hour
[4] Over 1 hour/less than 2 hours
[5] 2 hours or .are

20. £llUCATlCIW. LEVEl CIF fl1l£l:

[1)
[2]
[3]
(4)
[5]
(6)

25. CUTSIDE IF Q.ASS HOi MAllY HOURS
PEl ~El DO Iell SPEll) IIfTERACTIE

Less than High School
SOlIe High School
High School Ca.pleted
SOlIe College
Co lIege De'gree
Does Not Apply

IIllH

[2] less than 1/2 hour
[3] 1/2 to 1 hour
[4] Over 1 hour/less than 2 hourS
[5] 2 hours or .are
26. WlAT nPE CIF EJIlTlCIW. SUPPCIlT TO
CCllTllIJE 'IU EDUCATICW ME YOU
1Ea:IVII6 FROM:

[1] less than High School

[2] Sa.e High School
[3] High School Ca.pleted
[4] Sa-e College
[5] College Degr'ee
[6] Does Not Apply
22. DID '00 AllEE 1 Z-1IIIl Q.ASS
IIDVISIE SESSIOI IEl\IEEI AllGUST 10
I SEPTEMBER 3?

[2] No

21. DID 100 AllEE ta.LEfiE
!!AT C!5 SEPTEMBER !?

[1] Yes

SllIlEITS?

[1] lone

21. £llUCATlCIW. LEVEl CIF
SPOUSE/PMTlER:

[1] Yes

anu

sucass

I-very positive support
2-so.ewhat positive support
3:aneutral
4asa.ewhat negative support
Savery negative support
6a does not apply

123456
Parents
[] [] [] [] [] []
Spouse/partner[) [) [) [1 [] []
Children
[) [) (] [] [] [)
Eaployer
[) [) [) [] [] [)
friends
(] [] [) [] [] []

[2] No

TURN THE PAGE----------------)
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SECTION II:

AC~MIC

AND SOCiAl LIFE

The followlng is a list of state~ents about various aspects of
academic and social life at Clackamas Ca.munity College. Please
indicate the extent of your agreement or disagreement with each
statement as it applies to your Clackamas Ca.-unity College
experience by circling the appropriate n~ber.
Please circle only one number for each stateMent.
5=Agree Strongly
4=Agree Somewhat
3=Not Sure
2=Disagree Somewhat
l=Disagree Strongly
5 4 3 2 1
personal relationships with other students.
5 4 3 2 1
2. The student friendships I have developed have
been perso~ally satisfying.
3. My interper~onal relationships with other
5 4 3 2 1
students have had a positive influence on My
personal growth, attitudes and values.
4. My interpersonal relationships with other
5 4 3 2 1
students have had a positive influence on My
intellectual growth and interest in ideas.
5. It has been difficult for .e to meet and make
5 4 3 2 1
friends with other students.
6. Few of the students I know would be willing to
5 4 3 2 1
listen and help me if I had a personal problem.
7. Most students at Clackamas have values and
5 4 3 2 1
attitudes different from my own.
8. My nonclassroom interactions with faculty had
5 4 3 2 1
positive influence on my personal growthl
values/attitudes.
9. My nonclassroom interactions with faculty have
5 4 3 2 1
had a positive influence on my intellectual
growth and interest in ideas.
10. My nonclassrpom interactions with faculty have
5 4 3 2 1
had a positive influence On my career goals.
11. Since co.in9tO Clackamas I developed a close,
5 4 3 2 1
personal relationship with at least one
faculty member.
12. I am satisfied with the opportunities to meet
5 4 3 2 1
and interact informally with faculty IIH!lIbers.
13. Few of the faculty members I have had contact
5 4 3 2 1
with are generally interested in students.
l. Since coming to Clackamas I have developed close
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14. few of the faculty .eabers I have had contact
5
with are generally outstanding or superior
teachers.
15. few of the faculty .e.bers I have had contact
5
with are willing to spend ti.e outside of
class to discuss issues of interest and
iMportance to students.
16. Most of the faculty I have had contact with are S
interested in helping students grow in More
than just acadeMic areas.
17. Most faculty .embers I have had contact with are 5
genuinely interested in teaching.
18. I am satisfied with the extent of my intelS
lectual development since enrolling at Clackamas.
19. My academic experience has had a positive
influence on .y intellectual growth & interest 5
in ide~s.
20. I am satisfied with .y academic experience at
5
Clackamas.
21- few o~ my courses this year have been intel5
lectually stiMulating.
22. My interest in ideas and intellectual matters
5
has increased since coning to Clackamas.
23. I am more likely to attend a cultural event
5
(for example, a concert, lecture. or art Show)
now than I was before coming to Clackamas.
24. I have performed academically as well as I
5
anticipated I would.
25. It is important for me to graduate from college. S
26. I am confident that I .ade the right decision in 5
choosing to attend Clackamas.
27. It is likely that I will register at Clackamas
5
Winter terM.
28. It is not iMportant to .e to graduate from
5
Clackamas.
5
29. I have no idea at all what I want to .ajor in.
5
30. Getting good grades is not important to .e.

4 J 2 1

4

J

2 1

4 J 2 1
4 J

2 1

4 J 2 1
4 J 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 J

2 1

4 J

2 1

4 3 2
4 3 2 1
4
4

3
3

2 1
2 1

4

3

2 1

4

3 2

4
4

J 2 1
3 2 1
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0I:t:ctIu 21, 1987

Dear SWBlt:

recorc.'- indicate tNt you are Qlrnl1tly registered at Cl.ar::IcanD
OmIulity College. 'lbe College is aawyin; Sbdant8 ...tID are new fulltia stI.Dnts hll t2nl 1987.

()a'

'1'be PJlPC8f! of the IUrWy is to learn ItIaIt the kin:B of aper ien::es you
..:I other st:udents are hevi.nr; at CladcallBs. 'DIe infOl'1llllticn will help to
iJlprgve the =llege's progrlll8 an! services.
Rlr' the resat.l!l to truly repre!llSlt the t:hiricin; of current students, it
is ~ that each cp!Sticmaire be CXIIpleted In:J returned.
1!1erefoce, please ClCllll>lete the ~ a5 return it to the Research
Office in the fnClC8lld pcst:age-pIIid tnIIelcpe within c:ne WlI!!k.

leu !BY be -..red of c:a'lfidentiality. YQ.Ir' Sccial Security ruItIer is
included for reeerch pa:p::eeI5 anly, r i ~ will never be indivicbtlly
identified a'I IIT'f report.
SuroIeys SdI as this help ~ to gather valuable inf'ormaticn fran
students the people \b:) Jcno,i Clac:lc.llll!ls O::Imulity College best.

'1'hank you for your assistance.

~"{/ ;/t;'il.~L
Jan Stemick
Project Dire:::tor
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November 23, 1987

Dear Clackamas Student:
WE MEED 1'OlJR HELP I

We have not yet received the survey we .alled you last month.
know it's easy to overlook surveys with all the mail that comes
each day.
Your response to the questionnaire is important to help improve
the college's programs and services. Please take a few ffllnutes
to complete the survey and return it in the enclosed postage paid
envelope as soon as posslble.
As noted in the fir~t letter you recelved, responses will be kept
strlctly confidentlal. If you've already returned the survey, we
thank you for your cooperation.
Thank you!

Jan Stennick
Project Director

Enclosure
JS/cm
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FREQUENCIES OF BACKGROUND AND
ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics

Total
N
%

Background
Age
165
Under 19
60
20-29
39
30-39
over 40
17
Gender
Male
129
Female
152
Ethnic
2
Black
264
White
Asian
4
Am Ind/A1as
5
Hispanic
5
missing
3
Goal
21
Few class
Earn GED
0
Earn certif 16
Assoc degr
96
BA/BS
144
Lis/certif
5
Reason
20
Get job
Improv skill 14
Better job
37
Enrichment
15
Career exp10 34
Trans cred 121
Basic skills 6
Sports
17
missing
19
Terms
1 term
15
2 terms
6
3 terms
74
4-6 terms
164
more 6 terms 21
Educ
Less HS
4
Some HS
6
HS complete 206

Persister
N
%

Nonpersister
N
%

58.7
21.4
13.9
6.0

143
50
35
12

86.7
83.3
89.7
.70.6

22
10
4
5

13.3
16.7
10.3
29.4

45.9
54.1

103
137

79.8
90.1

26
15.

20.2
9.9

.7
93.3
1.4
1.8
1.8
1.1

1
226
4
4
5
2

50.0
85.6
100.0
80.0
100.0
66.7

1
38
0
1
0
1

50.0
14.4
00.0
20.0
00.0
33.3

7.4
0.0
5.7
33.9
51.2
1.8

12
0
13
80
134
2

57.1
0.0
81.3
83.3
93.1
40.0

9
0
3
16
10
3

42.9
0.0
18.8
16.7
6.9
60.0

7.1
4.9
13.1
5.3
12.0
42.8
2.1
6.0
6.8

18
10
30
13
29
108
5
13
16

90.0
71.4
81.1
86.7
85.3
89.3
83.3
76.5
84.2

2
4
7
2
5
13
1
4
3

10.0
28.6
18.9
13.3
14.7
10.7
16.7
23.5
15.8

5.4
2.1
26.4
58.6
7.5

1
5
68
146
20

6.7
83.3
91.9
89.0
95.2

14
1
6
18
1

93.3
16.7
8.1
11.0
4.8

1.4
2.1
73.3

2
5
183

50.0
83.3
88.8

2
1
23

50.0
16.7
11.2
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FREQUENCIES OF BACKGROUND AND
ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics

Total
%

N

Educ(continued)
GED
l-yr col
2-yr col
3-yr col
4-yr degree
Prior
Dir HS
Work
Parenting
Trans 2-yr
Trans 4-yr
Military
Other
Missing
HSGPA
Below 2.0
2.0-2.5
2.6-3.0
3.1-3.5
3.6 higher
CGPA
Below 2.0
2.0-2.5
2.6-3.0
3.1-3.5
3.6 higher
missing
P1test
Yes
No
Major
Trans
Nontrans
GenStudies
Mom
Less HS
Some HS
HS complete
Some col
Col degree
Missing

Persister
N
%

Nonpersister
N
%

15
16
14
3
3

88.2

2

80.0

82.4
50.0
60.0

4

5

6.0
7.1
6.0
2.1
1.8

3
3
2

11.8
20.0
17.6
50.0
40.0

136
68
30
10
9
8
19
3

48.1
24.0
10.6
3.5
3.2
2.8
6.7
1.1

120
58
27
9
6
7
13
2

88.2
85.3
90.0
90.0
66.7
87.5
68.4
66.7

16
10
3
1
3
1
6
1

11.8
14.7
10.0
10.0
33.3
12.5
31.6
33.3

5
67
109
81
17

1.8
24.0
39.1
29.0
6.1

5
56
92
70
16

100.0
83.6
84.4
86.4
94.1

0
11
17
11
1

00.0
16.4
15.6
13.6
5.9

5
14
18
18
9
24

5.7
15.9
20.5
20.5
10.2
27.3

5
8
15
13
8
22

100.0
57.1
83.3
72.2
88.9
91.7

0
6
3
5
1
2

00.0
42.9
16.7
27.8
11.1
8.3

217
66

76.7
23.3

191
51

88.0
77.3

26
15

12.0
22.7

93
89
101

32.9
31.4
35.7

88
80
74

94.6
89.9
73.3

5
9
27

5.4
10.1
26.7

11
19
105
82
45
6

4.1
7.1
39.2
30.6
16.8
2.2

11
15
94
64
40
5

100.0
78.9
89.5
78.0
88.9
83.3

0
4
11
18
5
1

00.0
21.1
10.5
22.0
11.1
16.7

17
20

17
6
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FREQUENCIES OF BACKGROUND AND
ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics

Total
N
%

Dad

21
Less HS
27
Some HS
HS complete 73
76
Some col
Col degree 70
3
Missing
Spouse
8
Less HS
Some HS
4
HS complete 19
Some col
27
Col degree 20
21
Missing
HSprog
Vocational 47
Col prep
124
Other prog 73
Missing
39
Advis
122
Yes
No
159
Orient
Yes
71
No
210

Environment
Marital
Single
Married
Separated
Divorced
Missing
Children
None
One

Two
Three
Four/more
Finaid
Yes
No

Persister
N
%

Nonpersister
N
%

9
0

28.6
37.0
5.5
14.5
12.9
00.0

87.5
75.0
89.5
81.5
90.0
76.2

1
1
2
5
2
5

12.5
25.0
10.5
18.5
10.0
23.8

11

60
35

76.6
89.5
82.2
89.7

13
13
4

23.4
10.5
17.8
10.3

43.4
56.6

113
127

92.6
79.9

9
32

7.4
20.1

25.3
74.7

63
177

88.7
84.3

8
33

11.3
15.7

218
42
5
16
2

77.0
14.8
1.8
5.7
.7

188 86.2
37 88.1
3 60.0
12 75.0
2 100.0

30
5
2
4
0

13.8
11.9
40.0
25.0
00.0

222
21
22
10
7

78.7
7.4
7.8
3.5
2.5

188 84.7
16 76.2
21 95.5
9 90.0
7 100.0

34
5
1
1
0

15.3
23.8
4.5
10.0
00.0

125
158

44.2
55.8

116
126

9
32

7.2
20.3

7.8
10.0
27.0
28.1
25.9
1.1

15 71.4
17 63.0
69 94.5
65 85.5
61 87.1
3 100.0

8.1
4.0
19.2
27.3
20.2
21.2

7
3
17
22
18
16
36

16.6
43.8
25.8
13.8

III

92.8
79.7

6
10
4
11
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FREQUENCIES OF BACKGROUND AND
ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics

Total
N
%

Attend
270
Day
11
Evening
CODnllute
Less I-mile
7
1-5 miles
58
74
6-10 miles
11-20 miles 96
over 20 mil 44
Work
o or occas 94
28
1-10 hrs
82
11-20 hra
21-31 hrs
48
over 31 hrs 29
Resid
Rental
97
Parents
161
Own home
23
Missing
2
Fac
None
141
Less l.i hr
63
l.i to 1 hr
44
Ov 1 less 2 14
2 hrs more
18
Missing
3
Students
None
70
Less l.i hr
33
~ to 1 hr
46
Ov 1 less 2 29
2 hrs more 102
Missing
3
Emotional Support
Parents
Very posit 187
Somewhat p 42
Neutral
19
Somewhat n
5
Very neg
0
Does not ap 11
Missing
19

96.1
3.9

Persister
N
%

234
6

86.7
54.5

Nonpersister
N
%

36
5

13.3
45.5

2.5
20.8
26.5
34.4
15.8

7 100.0
48 8,2.8
67 90.5
85 88.5
31 70.5

0
10
7
11
13

00.0
17.2
9.5
11.5
29.5

33.5
10.0
29.2
17.1
10.3

79
26
73
39
23

84.0
92.9
89.0
81.3
79.3

15
2
9
9
6

16.0
7.1
11.0
18.8
20.7

34.3
56.9
8.1
.7

81 83.5
142 88.2
17 73.9
2 100.0

16
19
6
0

16.5
11.8
26.1
00.0

49.8
22.3
15.5
4.9
6.4
1.1

111 78.7
58 92.1
39 88.6
13 92.9
18 100.0
3 100.0

30
5
5
1
0
0

21.3
7.9
11.4
7.1
00.0
00.0

24.7
11. 7
16.3
10.2
36.0
1.1

57 81.4
29 87.9
38 82.6
28 96.6
87 85.3
3 100.0

13
4
8
1
15
0

18.6
12.1
17.4
3.4
14.7
00.0

66.1
14.8
6.7
1.8
00.0
3.9
6.7

169 90.4
33 78.6
14 73.7
5 100.0
0 00.0
5 45.5
16 84.2

18
9
5
0
0
6
3

9.6
21.4
26.3
00.0
00.0
54.5
15.8
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ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics

Total
N
%

Spouse/Partner
Very posit 64
Somewha t p 11
9
Neutral
Somewhat n
3
0
Very neg
Does not app 0
Missing
54
Kids
Very posit 30
Somewhat p 13
Neutral
9
2
Somewhat n
1
Very neg
Does not app 0
Missing
70
Employer
Very posit 65
Somewhat p 34
38
Neutral
Somewhat n
7
2
Very neg
Does not app 0
Missing
50
Friends
Very posit 148
Somewhat p 48
Neutral
53
Somewhat n
5
1
Very neg
Does not app 0
19
Missing

Persister
N
%

Nonpersister
N
%

45.4
7.8
6.4
2.1
00.0
00.0
38.3

56 87.5
10 90.9
7 77.8
3 100.0
0 00.0
0 00.0
42 77.8

8
1
2
0
0
0
12

12.5
9.1
22.2
00.0
00.0
00.0
22.2

24.0
10.4
7.2
1.6
.8
00.0
56.0

25
13
8
2
1
0
55

83.3
100.0
88.9
100.0
100.0
00.0
78.6

5
0
1
0
0
0
15

16.7
00.0
11.1
00.0
00.0
00.0
21.4

33.2
17.3
19.4
3.6
1.0
00.0
25.5

59 90.8
29 85.3
32 84.2
5 71.4
1 50.0
0 00.0
40 80.0

6
5
6
2
1
0
10

9.2
14.7
15.8
28.6
50.0
00.0
20.0

54.0
17.5
19.3
1.8
.4
00.0
6.9

136 91.9
38 79.2
43 81.1
3 60.0
0 00.0
0 00.0
14 73.7

12
10
10
2
1
0
5

8.1
20.8
18.9
40.0
100.0
00.0
26.3

